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Day 1

Key facts, terms, and debates

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 What is distributivity?

- Goal of semantics/pragmatics: Understand inferences that people draw from (uses of) sentences
- When a sentence has a plural subject, we draw inferences about how each member of the subject participates in the predicate of the sentence\(^1\)

  - Distributive: True of each individual member of a plural subject
  - Nondistributive: True of a plural subject as a whole but \emph{not} each individual member

(1) Alice and Bob smiled. \textit{distributive}

  a. \textbf{✓Distributive}: Alice and Bob \textit{each} smiled.
  b. \textbf{✗Nondistributive}: Alice and Bob smiled jointly without each individually doing so.

  – \textit{Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like \textsl{smile}?}

(2) Alice and Bob met. \textit{nondistributive}

  a. \textbf{✗Distributive}: Alice and Bob \textit{each} met.
  b. \textbf{✓Nondistributive}: Alice and Bob met jointly without each individually doing so.

  – \textit{Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like \textsl{meet}?}

---

(3) Alice and Bob opened the window. both ways

   a. ✓Distributive: Alice and Bob each opened the window.
   b. ✓Nondistributive: Opened the window jointly without each individually doing so.

   Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like open the window?

• Focusing mainly on ‘covert’ distributivity (Champollion 2010): inferences drawn in the absence of any disambiguating lexical item such as each or together

   vs. ‘overt’ distributivity’: marked with e.g. each, together

   ... although the topics are clearly related

• Already, many questions ...

   Where do these inferences come from? (Silent) logical operators? Facts about the world (people have their own faces so must smile individually)? ★

   Are these linguistic inferences or non-linguistic inferences? ★

   (I) Compositional semantics question: How to represent these inferences? ★

   Do the two ways of understanding (3) arise from ambiguity (of what sort)? From underspecification?

   · Throughout, I use the word understanding to remain neutral about that question

   If (3) is ambiguous, why do (1) and (2) seem unambiguous? ★

   (II) Lexical semantics question: Which predicates are understood in which way(s), and why? ★

   Why do (1)–(3) behave as they do? Which other predicates should act like smile, meet, or open the window, and why? ★

   Presumably grounded in what we know about how these events unfold in the world (people have their own faces, so can only smile individually); but how can we predict the behavior of a new predicate? ★

   How do the answers to (I) and (II) interact? ★

   When a predicate can be understood in multiple ways (3), which understanding is preferred, to what extent, and why? ★
1.1.2 Why is distributivity interesting?

- Linguistic vs. non-linguistic knowledge
- Compositional vs. lexical semantics
- Ambiguity vs. underspecification
- What’s available at all vs. what’s most accessible/preferred
- Relation between distributivity and plurality (what’s marked/unmarked and why?)
- Semantics of plurality in nouns vs. verb phrases vs. adjectives (and the nature of these lexical categories)
- Formalizing a few exemplars vs. predicting the behavior of further predicates

1.1.3 Goals of this course

- After this course, you should be able to . . .
  - Use and understand key terminology
  - Critically read papers on distributivity and connect them to larger questions/themes
  - Explain several (formal, experimental) approaches to distributivity, and what they do/do not explain
  - Collect and interpret rich data on distributivity in a language with which you are familiar
  - Articulate some current debates and research questions in this area
  - Identify actionable steps towards asking, answering, and contextualizing your own question

- Schedule:
  - Day 1: Introduction to data and terminology
  - Day 2: Semantic analyses of distributivity
  - Day 3: Predicting the distributivity potential of verb phrases
  - Day 4: Predicting the distributivity potential of adjectives
  - Day 5: Review, discussion, and open questions
  - Please see https://www.essllidistributivity.com/ for recommended (but not required) readings
• Stars ★ mark big questions – areas to pursue in your own research

• Lightning bolts ⇐ mark active learning – opportunities to synthesize what you learned to make it stick (you learn more by doing than by listening!)

1.2 Distributivity in more detail

1.2.1 The subject

• Many types of plural subjects . . .

(4) a. Alice and Bob
   b. The children
   c. Three children
   d. Children
   e. The children and the adults
   f. The team / class / choir (syntactically singular but notionally plural; see de Vries 2015)

• Definite plurals (the children) give rise to nonmaximality: the children smiled can be true (or true-enough?) if only 90% of the relevant children smiled (Dowty 1987)

   – How to explain nonmaximality? How does it interact with the actual predicate? (The glasses are clean suggests that all of them are clean, vs. the glasses are dirty could be true if only some are dirty; Yoon 1996 . . .) ★

   * see Malamud 2012, Križ 2016, and Champollion et al. to appear

• In contrast, numerals (three children) and conjoined names (Alice and Bob) do not involve maximality (why mention specific people/numbers if not all of them participated in the event? – Landman 1989b)

• ⇐ Is The children smiled distributive or nondistributive in a situation where only 90% of the children actually smiled? (What’s the relation between distributivity and nonmaximality?)

1.2.2 The object

(Non)distributivity of the object argument
• Mostly, researchers study (non)distributivity of a predicate applied to a subject argument – but objects (and other arguments) can be understood distributively and/or nondistributively too (Dowty 1987, Lasersohn 1993, Champollion to appear)

(5) Alice summarized the proposals. (Dowty 1987)
a. ✓Distributive: Summarized each proposal.
b. (??) Nondistributive: Summarized all the proposals (together, into one document) without summarizing each one individually.

– ➯Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like *summarize*? (It might be pretty hard ... why?)

(6) Alice read the proposals.
a. ✓Distributive: Read each proposal.
b. xNondistributive: Read all the proposals without reading each one individually.

– ➯Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like *read*?

(7) Alice combined the proposals.
a. (??) Distributive: Combined each proposal.
b. ✓Nondistributive: Combined all the proposals (together) without combining each one individually.

– ➯Can you brainstorm 3 more predicates that behave like *combine*?

Effect of the object on a predicate’s distributivity potential (on its subject argument)

• The object of a transitive verb also shapes the distributivity potential of that VP (on its subject argument) ...  
  
– Singular vs. (numeral) plural

(8) Alice and Bob saw a photo.
a. ✓Distributive: Each saw a photo.
b. xNondistributive: Saw a photo jointly but not individually.

(9) Alice and Bob saw two photos.
a. ✓Distributive: Each saw two photos.

b. ✓Nondistributive: Saw two photos jointly but not individually.

* Perhaps each saw one photo, adding up to two photos between them? (‘Cumulative’; Scha 1981, Krifka 1992)

– World knowledge about the object’s referent

(10) Alice and Bob opened {a soda / a vault / an eye}.

a. ✓Distributive: Each opened {a soda / a vault / an eye}.

b. (??) Nondistributive: Opened {a soda / a vault / an eye} jointly but not individually.

– Definite vs. indefinite – which further interacts with whether the action described by the verb can vs. cannot be repeated on the same object

* which also interacts with covariation of the object – whether an indefinite/numeral is taken to ‘covary’ with each member of the subject (Dotlačil 2010) . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeatable on obj.</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Indefinite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not repeatable on obj.</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Indefinite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1.1: (In)definiteness and (non)repeatability interact to constrain a VP’s potential for a distributive understanding.

* ← Looking at Table 1.1, why do you think many researchers prefer to use indefinite objects rather than definite objects in constructing examples about distributivity?

* ← Distributivity often involves covarying indefinites, but not always. Can you give an example of a predicate that is understood distributively but with no covarying indefinite?
1.2.3 What’s possible vs. what’s preferred

- When a VP can be understood both distributively and nondistributively, the nondistributive understanding is strongly preferred


(11) The children built a sand castle.  
  a. **Distributive (available but dispreferred):** Each built a (different) sand castle.  
  b. **Nondistributive (strongly preferred):** They all jointly built a (single) sand castle.

- **Empirical question:** Is there a preference against covarying indefinites; a preference for nondistributivity in general; or both? ★

(12) Alice and Bob opened the door.  
  a. **✓Distributive:** Each opened the door.  
  b. **✓Nondistributive:** Opened the door jointly but not individually.

(13) The boxes are heavy.  
  a. **✓Distributive:** Each box is heavy.  
  b. **✓Nondistributive:** The boxes are jointly heavy but not individually so.

  - ←Which understanding of (12) is preferred (to what extent)? What about (13)? (We come back to adjectives on Day 4.)

- **Empirical question:** Is the preference for nondistributivity equally strong across languages? (Why or why not?) ★

  - Some authors have claimed that in Mandarin, a sentence like (12) can only be nondistributive in the absence of the distributivity marker dōu (see Lin 1998, Xiang 2008) . . .

- **Empirical question:** To what extent does the preference for nondistributivity depend on the actual predicate? (Which aspects of the predicate matter?) ★

  - Presumably the indefinite in A&B ordered a beer can covary more easily than in A&B built a sand castle . . .
• **Theoretical question:** How should the observed preference for nondistributivity be explained? (Dotlačil 2010, Dobrovie-Sorin et al. 2016) ★
  
  – Should distributivity be somehow more formally marked/complex than nondistributivity? (Are more-complex structures actually dispreferred?)

  – Is it somehow easier to process a single event than multiple events? Is it somehow easier to process a single referent for a noun phrase than multiple covarying referents? (Dotlačil 2010)

• Dalrymple et al. 1998 propose the **Strongest Meaning Hypothesis** (based on reciprocals) – that a sentence is understood to encode the logically strongest meaning consistent with the facts

  – *The children know each other* is taken to mean that every child knows every other child

  – *The plates are stacked on top of each other* doesn’t mean that every plate is stacked on top of every other plate (not possible), but rather that every plate except the bottom one is stacked on top of some other plate(s)

  – (revised by Kerem et al. 2009 to the **Maximal Typicality Hypothesis** – that a sentence is understood to encode the most ‘typical’ meaning consistent with the facts; see also Poortman et al. 2018, Winter 2018)

  – **Theoretical question:** Is a distributive understanding of a sentence logically stronger than a non-distributive one? (Or not?) ★

    * If so, would we expect distributive understandings to be preferred under the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis? (Then why are distributive understandings actually often not preferred?) ★

    * Under the Maximal Typicality Hypothesis (that hearers prefer to interpret a sentence to describe the most ‘typical’ situation), would we say that nondistributive understandings are more preferred because they are more ‘typical’? If so, why would that be? ★

• In much of literature, authors focus on the understandings that are available, regardless of how strongly they are preferred . . .

1.2.4 ‘Atomic’ vs. ‘non-atomic’ distributivity

• So far, we’ve focused on ‘atomic’ distributivity: where the predicate ‘distributes’ to each individual (‘atomic’) member of a plural subject (e.g., *smile* distributes down to Alice and to Bob)
1.2. DISTRIBUTIVITY IN MORE DETAIL

• But sometimes predicates can be understood to distribute down to non-atomic sub-groups of a plural subject (Gillon 1987, Lasersohn 1989, Gillon 1990, Lasersohn 1995, Schwarzschild 1996, Champollion 2010, Champollion 2019)

(14) The activists gathered (in a worldwide climate protest). adapted van der Does 1993
   a. \textbf{Atomic distributive:} Each activist gathered.
   b. \textbf{Non-atomic distributive:} Separate groups of activists gathered in different cities.
   c. \textbf{Nondistributive:} The activists all gathered jointly but not individually.

(15) The men wrote operas. \textit{(the men are Handel, Mozart, Gilbert, and Sullivan; Handel wrote operas alone, Mozart wrote operas alone, G&S only wrote operas as a team; example from Gillon 1987)}
   a. \textbf{Atomic distributive:} Each man wrote operas.\textbf{[false here, but available]}
   b. \textbf{Non-atomic distributive:} Handel wrote operas, Mozart wrote operas; Gilbert and Sullivan wrote operas jointly but not individually.
   c. \textbf{Nondistributive:} The men wrote operas jointly but not individually. \textbf{[false here, but available]}

(16) The students gave a presentation.
   a. \textbf{Atomic distributive:} Each student gave a presentation.
   b. (??) \textbf{Non-atomic distributive:} Each team of 2–3 students gave a presentation.
   c. \textbf{Nondistributive:} The students gave a presentation jointly but not individually.

(17) The shoes cost $50. \textit{(assume 5 pairs of shoes; Lasersohn 1998)}
   a. (??) \textbf{Atomic distributive:} Each shoe costs $50.
   b. \textbf{Non-atomic distributive:} Each pair of shoes costs $50.
   c. \textbf{Nondistributive:} All the shoes together cost $50.

(18) The Teaching Assistants were paid $14,000. \textit{(assume 3 TAs: Alice, Bob, Caroline; from Lasersohn 1989)}
   a. \textbf{Atomic distributive:} Each TA was paid $14k.
   b. (??) \textbf{Non-atomic distributive:} Alice was paid $14k; Bob and Caroline together were paid $14k.
   c. \textbf{Nondistributive:} All the TAs together were paid $14k.

• Note that non-atomic understandings are much more easily available when the predicate consists of just a verb (\textit{gathered}; (14)) or a verb with a plural object (\textit{wrote operas}; (15); Champollion to
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– . . . and much less available for predicates containing indefinites or numerals – especially (18)
– Previewing semantic theories of distributivity (Day 2), intransitive verbs and VPs with plural objects are often (though not always) assumed to be cumulative (Krifka 1992, Kratzer 2007, Champollion 2010) . . .

* If \( a \oplus b \) gather, and \( c \oplus d \) gather, then \( a \oplus b \oplus c \oplus d \) also gather
* If \( a \) smiles and \( b \) smiles, then \( a \oplus b \) also smile
* If Mozart wrote operas and Handel wrote operas, then \( m \oplus h \) also wrote operas (because plurals are also cumulative: operas and more operas together are still operas)
– In contrast, numerals and indefinites are not cumulative: if Alice earned (exactly) 14k and Bob earned (exactly) 14k, then it does not follow that \( a \oplus b \) earned (exactly) 14k
– . . . How can (14)–(15) be handled on the assumption that intransitive verbs and predicates with plural objects are cumulative? Why doesn’t this explanation extend to (16)–(18)?

• Empirical question: To what extent are non-atomic understandings (especially non-cumulative ones like (16)–(18)) available/attested – which which VPs, and in which contexts? ★

• Theoretical question: If non-atomic understandings (especially non-cumulative ones like (16)–(18)) are somewhat marginal, then to what extent should they be captured in a semantic analysis of distributivity? ★


• Theoretical question: How should non-atomic understandings be represented semantically? ★

1.3 What is distributivity contrasted with?

• So far, I’ve just contrasted distributive understandings with non-distributive ones

• But there is a debate about what distributive understandings should be contrasted with (Roberts 1987, Link 1998b, Landman 2000)

– Often contrasted with collective – but what does that mean?
  * ‘Negative’ definition – collective as non-distributive (see Champollion to appear); associated with Roberts 1987, Link 1998b, Kratzer 2007
1.3. WHAT IS DISTRIBUTIVITY CONTRASTED WITH?

* ‘Positive’ definition – collective understandings evoke/entail positive inferences about joint action/responsibility (see Champollion to appear); associated with Landman 2000, Champollion 2010

– Should (the quantificational notion of) distributivity be contrasted with (elusive) notions such as joint action, coordination, and joint responsibility sometimes associated with collectivity? Are these ideas parallel enough to be contrasted? (Verkuyl 1994) ★

* If so, what happens with inanimate/non-agential subjects (19)?

(19) The games entertained the child.

* (20) is distributive (if two people go running, they each do so); but still defeasibly suggests that Maria and her husband coordinated their actions . . .

(20) This morning, Maria and her husband went running.

* (21) is nondistributive (collective, on some definition); but does not involve coordination (White wrote a book expanding a leaflet by his deceased professor Strunk)

(21) Strunk and White wrote The Elements of Style.

- One view: two-way split; distributive vs. nondistributive (‘collective’ just a synonym for nondistributive; Roberts 1987, Link 1998b, Kratzer 2007)

- Another view: three-way split; distributive vs. collective (identified by positive inferences about joint action/responsibility) vs. cumulative understandings of predicates (Scha 1981)

(22) Three children invited six adults. adapted Landman 2000: 130

a. **Distributive:** Three children each invited six adults.
   *(up to 18 adults total, depending on overlap)*

b. **Collective:** Three children worked together to invite six adults.

c. **Cumulative:** Three children engaged in inviting, and six adults were invited in all.

(23) Six hundred Dutch firms use five thousand American computers. Scha 1981: 132

a. **Distributive:** 600 Dutch firms each use 5k U.S. computers (3 million computers total).

b. **Collective:** 600 Dutch firms jointly use 5k U.S. computers.

c. **Cumulative:** 600 Dutch firms use U.S. computers, 5k computers are used in all.
– Are (22b)–(22c) or (23b)–(23c) distinct ‘readings’ of (22), (23)? Or are they just two ways that a nondistributive understanding of (22), (23) could be true?

∗ Again returning to the theme of ambiguity vs. underspecification . . .

∗ Raises ‘a methodological point of a quite general nature in linguistics here: Where exactly does the line of demarcation run between proper readings and mere models realizing a reading?’ (Link 1991 and its English translation Link 1998a: Chapter 2)

∗ ‘Distributive predication has universal quantificational force and is thus equipped with a precise logical interpretation. By contrast, the collective mode is mostly vague and indeterminate. Thus the empirical line is drawn between the distributive vs. the non-distributive (the rest)’ (Link 1998a: Chapter 7)


• These choices have consequences for the semantic analysis (Day 2); should (22) be three-ways ambiguous? Two-ways ambiguous? Underspecified? . . .

– **Terminology:** Please note that cumulative is used in two distinct but related ways in this literature (see Krifka 1992 . . .)

(24) **Cumulative** (a property of predicates; Quine 1960)
   a. A predicate \( P \) is cumulative iff \( P(a) \land P(b) \rightarrow P(a \oplus b) \)
   b. **Example:** Water is cumulative; if \( a \) is water and \( b \) is water, then \( a \oplus b \) is water

(25) **Cumulative** (a property of understandings/readings of predicates; Scha 1981)
   a. A predicate \( P \) is understood cumulatively if it is true of a plural subject as a whole, but not individually of each part; usually involves (numeral) plurals in both the subject and the object interacting in a non-scopal manner (Champollion to appear)
   b. **Example:** Three kids invited six adults is understood cumulatively if three kids engaged in inviting, and six adults where invited in all.

**1.4 Wrap-up**

**1.4.1 Terminology**

1. **Distributive** – a predicate is understood **distributively** if it is inferred to be individually true of each member of a plural subject
2. **Collective** – depending on one’s view, can indicate the absence of distributivity; or can indicate the presence of purported inferences about joint action/responsibility

3. **Cumulative** (property of predicates) – $P$ is cumulative iff $P(a) \land P(b) \rightarrow P(a \oplus b)$

4. **Cumulative** (property of readings/understandings of predicates) – $P$ is understood cumulatively if it’s true of a plural subject as a whole, but not individually of each part, such that each member of the plural subject carried out part of the action described by the predicate, jointly adding up to the whole

5. **Overt distributivity** – distributivity marked with disambiguating lexical items such as *each, together*

6. **Covert distributivity** – distributivity without any overt markers

7. **Distributive predicate** – a predicate that is only (mainly) understood distributively, such as *smile*

8. **Collective predicate** – a predicate that is only (mainly) understood nondistributively, such as *meet*

9. **Mixed predicate** – a predicate that can be understood both distributively and nondistributively, such as *open the door*

10. **Atom predicate** (Winter 2002): if *all the children* $PRED$ is equivalent to *every child* $PRED$, then $PRED$ is an atom predicate (e.g., *smile*); if not, it is a set predicate (*numerous*). (Note that it is not clear how to classify ‘mixed’ predicates such as *open the window* in this system; please see de Vries 2015). Atom predicates are said to be those that apply to semantic ‘atoms’ such as *Alice.*

11. **Set predicate** (Winter 2002): if *all the children* $PRED$ is equivalent to *every child* $PRED$, then $PRED$ is an atom predicate (e.g., *smile*); if not, it is a set predicate (*all the children are numerous* is not equivalent to *?every child is numerous*). (Note, again, that it is not clear how to classify ‘mixed’ predicates such as *open the window* in this system; please see de Vries 2015). Set predicates are said to be those that apply to ‘sets’ (or plurals) such as *the children* rather than to individual atoms such as *Alice.*

12. **Non-maximality** – when some members of a plural subject are excepted from the predicate, as when *the children smiled* can be true(enough) when only 90% of the children actually smiled

13. **Distributive with covariation** – when an indefinite/numeral inside a predicate is understood to ‘covary’ with each member of a plural subject, as when *Alice and Bob drank a beer* means they each drank a different one
14. (Non)distributive on the subject argument – inferences drawn about how the predicate of a sentence applies to its plural subject

15. (Non)distributive on the object argument – inferences drawn about how the action described in a sentence applies to a plural object of a transitive verb

16. Atomic distributivity – when a predicate distributes down to (is individually true of) each ‘atomic’ member of a plural subject

17. Non-atomic distributivity – when a predicate distributes down to (is individually true of) subgroups of a plural subject, but not individual ‘atoms’; e.g. *the shoes cost $50*

### 1.4.2 Discussion

- *(Please discuss in small groups)*

- (Please check off all of the terms 1–17 that you feel confident in. Which ones do you feel less confident in? Why?)

- (What did you know/believe about distributivity prior to today’s lesson? What do you know about it now? How does your new knowledge fit into your broader understanding of semantics?)

- Link 1998b notes that *each* (and distributivity more generally) has a clear quantificational definition, while *together* (and nondistributivity more generally) is compatible with multiple different situations and not as clearly defined. Why is this so? ★

  – Is there a language where the equivalent of *together* unambiguously conveys collectivity? ★

- (Please go back to one of the questions from today marked with ★. What data or theoretical concerns could shed light on that question? Why might it be interesting? How could you make progress?)
Day 2

Semantic analyses

2.1 Introduction

- **Remember from last time:** When a sentence has a plural subject, we draw inferences about how each member of the subject participates in the predicate of the sentence

  - **Distributive:** True of each individual member of a plural subject
  - **Nondistributive:** True of a plural subject as a whole but *not* each individual member

(1) Alice and Bob smiled. **distributive**
   a. ✓Distributive: Alice and Bob *each* smiled.
   b. ✗Nondistributive: Alice and Bob smiled jointly without each individually doing so.

(2) Alice and Bob met. **nondistributive**
   a. ✗Distributive: Alice and Bob *each* met.
   b. ✓Nondistributive: Alice and Bob met jointly without each individually doing so.

(3) Alice and Bob opened the window. **both ways**
   a. ✓Distributive: Alice and Bob *each* opened the window.
   b. ✓Nondistributive: Opened the window jointly without each individually doing so.

- **Questions for today:** How is distributivity represented (or not represented) semantically? ★
  - Do the two (distributive, nondistributive) understandings of (3) arise from ambiguity, or underspecification? ★
  - If (3) is ambiguous, why are (1)–(2) seemingly unambiguous? ★
– Are the inferences in (1)–(3) fundamentally linguistic (i.e., represented in the semantics of these sentences) or non-linguistic (i.e., not necessarily represented in the semantics?) ★

– On each of these answers to the Compositional Semantics Question of how distributivity should be represented, how do we address the Lexical Semantics Question of which predicates are understood in which way(s) and why? ★

2.2 Approaches to the semantics of distributivity

• Today: Review four main approaches to the semantics of distributivity

  – (I) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as plurality (Landman 1989a, Landman 2000)

  – (II) One source of distributivity: Meaning postulates (Scha 1981)

  – (III) Two sources of distributivity: Meaning postulates and a $D$ operator (Link, Roberts 1987, Champollion 2010 et seq., others)

  – (IV) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as one setting of a ‘cover’ of the plural subject (Gillon 1987, Schwarzschild 1996, Glass 2018b)

• These approaches all assume that distributivity stems primarily located from the predicate rather than the subject (see Champollion to appear for discussion)

  – vs. a minority view (Bennett 1974, Ouwayda 2014) that it distributivity inferences stem from the subject noun phrase

  – …making it hard to explain how distributive and nondistributive predicates can be coordinated (the children smiled, met, and opened the door; Dowty 1987, Lasersohn 1995)

2.2.1 One source of distributivity: Distributivity as plurality

• Distributivity and plurality are ‘two sides of one and the same coin’ (Landman 1989a: 591), handled in a unified manner (Landman 1989a, Landman 2000)

• Singular count nouns $\approx$ ‘singular’ verbs/VPs; plural count nouns $\approx$ ‘pluralized’ verbs/VPs

  (4) $\llbracket\text{child}\rrbracket = \{a, b\}$

  (5) $\llbracket\text{*child}\rrbracket = \{a, b, a \oplus b\}$

  (6) $\text{child}(a) \land \text{child}(b) \leftrightarrow \text{*child}(a \oplus b)$

  (7) $\llbracket\text{smile}\rrbracket = \{a, b\}$

  (8) $\llbracket\text{*smile}\rrbracket = \{a, b, a \oplus b\}$

  (9) $\text{smile}(a) \land \text{smile}(b) \leftrightarrow \text{*smile}(a \oplus b)$
2.2. APPROACHES TO THE SEMANTICS OF DISTRIBUTIVITY

- Like count nouns (*child*) verbs/VPs such as *smile* are **singular** – meaning that they apply only to ‘atoms’ such as *Alice*, not pluralities such as *Alice⊕Bob*

- To combine a verb/VP to a plural subject (*Alice⊕Bob*), the verb/VP must be simultaneously made **plural** and **distributive** via Link’s pluralizing ⋆ operator (9)
  
  – . . . which ensures that the singular version of the verb/VP is individually true of each member of the plural subject

- *Smile* is lexically restricted to take only pure atoms in its denotation, so that it must be pluralized (and made distributive) with ⋆ to combine with a plural subject:

  (10) \[ ⋆\text{smile}(Alice⊕Bob) \]

- *Meet* is lexically restricted to take only groups in its denotation (which behave like atoms but have parts; Link 1983, Landman 1989a); so it acts singular, applying to a group subject without being pluralized

  – using the ↑ operator of Link 1983, which maps a plural to a group

  (11) \[ \text{meet}(↑(Alice⊕Bob)) \]

- *Open the window* can take both atoms and groups in its denotation, making it ambiguous between a plural/distributive reading (12a) and a singular/collective reading (12b)

  (12) Alice and Bob opened the window.
  
  a. **Distributive:** ⋆\text{open the window}(a⊕b)
  
  b. **Collective:** \text{open the window}(↑(a⊕b))

- The question ‘Which predicates are understood in which ways?’ is a question of which predicates take atoms and/or groups in their denotations

- How does Landman achieve his goal of handling distributivity and plurality as ‘two sides of one and the same coin’?

2.2.2 One source of distributivity: Meaning postulates

- Distributivity comes from **meaning postulates** (Carnap 1952) – restrictions on the models that we entertain, in a model-theoretic framework (Scha 1981)
– meant to represent world knowledge about the event described by the predicate (Champollion 2010: 159)

• (13) is distributive thanks to a meaning postulate ensuring that whenever a group \( G \) smiles, every member of \( G \) also smiles – reflecting the world knowledge that people can only smile individually

(13) Alice and Bob smiled.

\[ \text{smile}(Alice \oplus Bob) \]

**Meaning postulate:** \( \text{smile}(G) \implies \forall x \in G \rightarrow \text{smile}(x) \]

• (14) is nondistributive because there is no meaning postulate making it distributive

(14) Alice and Bob met.

\[ \text{meet}(Alice \oplus Bob) \]

• Meaning postulates acknowledge that the inferences drawn from a plural subject depend fundamentally on world knowledge (Roberts 1987, Dowty 1987, de Vries 2015)

– Dowty 1987: even nondistributive predicates give rise to certain (distributive) inferences about each member of a plural subject – **distributive subentailments**

(15) The children gathered in the garden. Dowty 1987

**Nondistributive:** the children gathered jointly without each individually gathering

**Distributive subentailment:** each child was in the garden at the relevant time

(16) These 3 positive integers sum to 13. Rich Thomason p.c. to Dowty 1987

**Nondistributive:** the integers sum to 13 jointly without each individually doing so

**Distributive subentailment:** one or three of the integers is odd

• The question ‘Which predicates are understood in which ways?’ is a question of which meaning postulates are needed in view of what we know about the world

• But this analysis has problems (and no current author uses it) . . .

– Meaning postulates cannot be optional, so there is no way to explain predicates that can be understood both distributively and nondistributively (*open the door*; Roberts 1987, Champollion to appear, de Vries 2017)
(17) Alice and Bob opened the door.
\[open(Alice \oplus Bob, ty[door(y)])]\]

**Strange meaning postulate:** \(open(G, y) \rightsquigarrow \forall x [x \in G \rightarrow open(x, y)]\)

– Also, there is no way to get operators (numerals, indefinites) to covary with each member of a plural subject; \(\exists y[raft(y)]\) should take ‘narrow scope’, but with respect to what? (Winter 2001, de Vries 2017)

(18) Alice and Bob built a raft.
\(\exists y[raft(y) \land build(Alice \oplus Bob, y)]\)

**Strange meaning postulate:** \(build(G, y) \rightsquigarrow \forall x [x \in G \rightarrow build(x, y)]\)

### 2.2.3 Two sources of distributivity: Meaning postulates and a \(D\) operator

- A synthesis of the meaning postulate analysis (for predicates that are always distributive; §2.2.2) and the \(*\) operator analysis (for predicates that can be understood in multiple ways; §2.2.1)

- (I) Some predicates are distributive purely in view of their lexical semantics/what we know about the events they describe
  
  – *smile* is distributive (formalized via a meaning postulate) because of what we know about faces
  
  – **P-distributivity** for de Vries 2015; **lexical distributivity** for Champollion 2010 *et seq.*

- (II) Other predicates (where our world knowledge leaves both distributive and nondistributive understandings available) are **ambiguous** between . . .

  – a **distributive reading** – derived using the \(D\) operator, essentially a silent version of *each* (Link 1991, Roberts 1987, Champollion 2010, Champollion 2016)
    
    * which can be formulated with or without the event semantics of Davidson 1967, Parsons 1990; see Champollion to appear, Champollion 2016
  
  – a **nondistributive/collective reading** – in the absence of \(D\), and potentially also the presence of the collective/group-forming operator \(\uparrow\) (Link 1983, Landman 2000)
  
  – perhaps also a **cumulative reading** (Scha 1981), derived either via the assumption that all verbs/thematic roles are cumulative (Krifka 1992, Kratzer 2007, Champollion 2010) or via multiple pluralizing \(*\) operators (Beck & Sauerland 2000)

- *Smile* is distributive thanks to a meaning postulate:
(19) Alice and Bob smiled.

\[ \text{smile}(Alice \oplus Bob) \]

**Meaning postulate:** \[ \text{smile}(G) \iff \forall x [x \in G \rightarrow \text{smile}(x)] \]

- *Meet* is nondistributive because it has no meaning postulate (and perhaps also if one adds the group-forming \( \uparrow \) operator sometimes attributed to collective predication; Landman 2000)

(20) Alice and Bob met.

\[ \text{meet}(Alice \oplus Bob) \]

or perhaps, depending on one’s assumptions: \[ \text{meet}(\uparrow (Alice \oplus Bob)) \]

- *Open the window* is distributive with \( D \), presumably(?) nondistributive without \( D \) (or perhaps one might add the collective/group-forming \( \uparrow \) operator to (21b) too?)

(21) Alice and Bob opened the window.

a. **Distributive:** Alice and Bob \( D(\text{opened the window}) \)

\[ \forall x [x \in Alice \oplus Bob \rightarrow \text{open}(x, ty[\text{window}(y)])] \]

b. **Nondistributive:** Alice and Bob opened the window

\[ \text{open}(Alice \oplus Bob, ty[\text{window}(y)]) \]

- Covarying indefinites/numerals can take scope underneath \( D \)

(22) Alice and Bob built a raft.

a. **Distributive:** Alice and Bob \( D(\text{built a raft}) \)

\[ \forall x [x \in Alice \oplus Bob \rightarrow \exists y [\text{raft}(y) \land \text{build}(x, y)]] \]

b. **Nondistributive:** Alice and Bob built a raft

\[ \exists y [\text{raft}(y) \land \text{build}(Alice \oplus Bob, y)] \]

- The question ‘Which predicates are understood in which ways?’ is a question of:

  – which meaning postulates to posit?
  
  – with which predicates is \( D \) redundant/vacuous, compatible/incompatible?
  
  – when is \( \uparrow \) posited (if at all?) When is it redundant, compatible, incompatible?
2.2.4 One source of distributivity: Distributivity as one setting of a ‘cover’ of the subject

- A cover (Higginbotham 1981, Schwarzschild 1996) is a set of subparts of a plural subject

\[(23) \quad C \text{ is a cover of } P \iff \text{Schwarzschild 1996: 64} \]

a. \( C \) is a set of subsets of \( P \)

b. Every member of \( P \) belongs to some set in \( C \)

c. \( \emptyset \) is not in \( C \)

\[(24) \quad \text{Covers of } \{a,b,c\} \]

a. \( \{\{a\}, \{b\}, \{c\}\} \)

b. \( \{\{a,b,c\}\} \)

c. \( \{\{a, b\}, \{c\}\} \)

d. \( \{\{a,b\}, \{b,c\}\} \)

e. \( \ldots (\text{others}) \ldots \)

- Applied to a plural subject, a predicate is individually true of each cell of a (contextually supplied) cover of the subject


- Originally used primarily for non-atomic distributivity – a cover of (25) can place each pair of shoes in its own cell

\[(25) \quad \text{The shoes cost$50.} \]

  - Recall from Day 1 that different authors dispute the extent to which non-atomic distributivity exists or should be captured (Gillon 1987, Lasersohn 1989, Gillon 1990, Lasersohn 1995) ★

  - Some authors reject the cover analysis, saying that it predicts readings of sentences which they say are not actually available – e.g. The TAs were paid$14k when Alice was paid$7k, Bob was paid$7k, and Caroline was paid$14k

  - Others say that those readings are available in a sufficiently rich context; but also that the cover must be one that both the speaker and hearer can coordinate on pragmatically – not every imaginable cover is actually pragmatically available
∗ Schwarzschild 1996: speakers/hearers will avoid ‘pathological’ covers such as (24d) (and Malamud 2006 uses game theory to model pragmatic coordination on covers)

– Champollion 2016: if you want to analyze all distributivity using covers, you just have to say that, out of context, the most easily available covers are the ‘endpoints’

∗ A fully distributive cover placing each member of the subject in its own cell

∗ A fully collective cover placing the all in the same cell

∗ Intermediate / non-atomic covers (the shoes cost $50) require more context

• Glass 2018b uses not just non-atomic distributivity or cases where a predicate can be understood in multiple ways (distributively and nondistributively), but for all inferences about (non)distributivity

• We know that people have their own faces so can only smile individually, so we place each individual in their own cell of the cover:

(26) Alice and Bob smiled.
\[ \forall x [ x \in Cov(Alice \oplus Bob) \rightarrow \exists e [\text{smile}(e) \land \text{agent}(e, x)]] \]

a. \( \checkmark \) Distributive: They each smiled.
   \[
   \text{Cov} = \{ \{ a \}, \{ b \} \}
   \]

b. \( \times \) Nondistributive: They smiled jointly but not individually.
   \[
   \text{Cov} = \{ \{ a, b \} \}
   \]

• We know that people cannot meet unilaterally, so we place multiple individuals in the same cell of the cover:

(27) Alice and Bob met.
\[ \forall x [ x \in Cov(Alice \oplus Bob) \rightarrow \exists e [\text{meet}(e) \land \text{agent}(e, x)]] \]

a. \( \times \) Distributive: They each met
   \[
   \text{Cov} = \{ \{ a \}, \{ b \} \}
   \]

b. \( \checkmark \) Nondistributive: They met jointly but not individually
   \[
   \text{Cov} = \{ \{ a, b \} \}
   \]

• We know that people can open windows individually or jointly, so we entertain a cover where each person opened the window individually, and one where they did so only jointly

(28) Alice and Bob opened the window.
\[ \forall x [ x \in Cov(Alice \oplus Bob) \rightarrow \exists e [\text{open}(e) \land \text{agent}(e, x) \land \text{theme}(e, ty[\text{window}(y)])]] \]
2.3 WRAP-UP

2.3.1 Terminology

1. **P-distributivity** – distributivity arising only from the lexical semantics of (or world knowledge about) a particular *Predicate*; e.g. *smile* is said to be P-distributive (Winter 2001, de Vries 2015)

2. **Q-distributivity** – distributivity arising from a *Quantificational* operator in the semantics; e.g. the distributive ‘reading’ (and covarying indefinite) of *Alice and Bob baked a cake* are said to arise from Q-distributivity (Winter 2001, de Vries 2015)

3. **Lexical distributivity** – distributivity arising from the lexical semantics (or world knowledge about) particular lexical item(s); e.g. *smile* is said to be lexically distributive; essentially the same as P-distributivity (Champollion 2010 *et seq.*)

4. **Phrasal distributivity** – distributivity of a full multi-word VP containing covarying indefinites or operators; e.g. the distributive (covarying) ‘reading’ of *Alice and Bob baked a cake* is ‘phrasally distributive’; essentially the same as Q-distributivity

5. **Distributive subentailment** – an inference which is individually true of each member of a plural subject, but which is not necessarily equivalent to the full predicate of the sentence (Dowty 1987); e.g. *the children gathered in the garden* licenses the ‘distributive subentailment’ that *each* child was in the garden at the relevant time

6. **Meaning postulate** – a stipulated restriction on the models we consider, in a model-theoretic framework. One can use a meaning postulate to ensure that we only consider models where *smile* is distributive (to capture the world knowledge that people have their own faces and so must *smile* individually)

7. **D operator** – essentially, a silent version of *each*, which ensures a distributive understanding/reading of a predicate which could in theory be understood both distributively and nondistributively (Link 1991, Roberts 1987)

- The question ‘Which predicates are understood in which ways?’ is a question of which covers to entertain, given what we know about the event described by the predicate

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a. | **✓Distributive:** They each opened it.  
  Cov = \{ \{a\}, \{b\} \} |
| b. | **✓Nondistributive:** They opened it jointly but not individually.  
  Cov = \{ \{a, b\} \} |
8. \(\uparrow\) \textbf{operator} – used to map sums such as \(a \oplus b\) to ‘groups’: \(\uparrow(a \oplus b)\) (from Link 1983; see also Landman 2000, Champollion 2010)

9. \textbf{Group} – an ‘impure atom’; a composite of multiple ‘atoms’ which itself behaves semantically like an atom of its own; e.g. \(a\) and \(b\) are atoms, \(a \oplus b\) is a sum, \(\uparrow(a \oplus b)\) is a group (see Link 1983, Landman 2000, Champollion 2010); used by e.g. Landman 2000 to handle collective ‘readings’ (and associated inferences of joint action/responsibility)

10. \(\star\) \textbf{operator} – pluralizing operator from Link 1983; \(P(a) \land P(b) \to \star P(a \oplus b)\) (if Alice is a rock star, and Bob is a rock star, then Alice and Bob are \(\star\) rock stars).

• [Some technical side notes; feel free to ignore if you just want the big picture]
  • \(\star\) is used by Landman 1989a, Landman 2000, de Vries 2015 as a variant of the \(D\) operator, yielding a (distributive, plural) reading of a predicate which (in its singular form) applies only to atoms; \(\text{smile}(a) \land \text{smile}(b) \to \star \text{smile}(a \oplus b)\).
  • \(\star\) is used by Kratzer 2007, Champollion 2010 \textit{et seq}. to indicate that a predicate is assumed to be (inherently) cumulative (in the sense that \(P(a) \land P(b) \to P(a \oplus b)\); on the assumption (which not everyone shares!) that verbs are inherently cumulative, \(\star \text{smile}(a) \land \star \text{smile}(b) \to \star \text{smile}(a \oplus b)\).
  
  – but, unlike Landman/de Vries, Champollion/Kratzer do not intend for \(\star\) to convey distributivity!
  
  – Champollion/Kratzer assume that all verbs are inherently cumulative (an assumption referred to as ‘lexical cumulativity’, which is what they mean when they preface verbs with \(\star\))
  
  – . . . but Champollion/Kratzer certainly do not assume that all verbs are inherently distributive! (\textit{meet} is cumulative – if \(a \oplus b\) met and \(c \oplus d\) met, then \(a \oplus b \oplus c \oplus d\) met – but \textit{meet} is not distributive: if \(a \oplus b\) met, it certainly does not follow that \(a\) met and \(b\) met).
  
  • If you want to read carefully on this topic, then it is important to remember that \(\star\) always conveys cumulativity – but does not necessarily convey distributivity!

11. \textbf{Cover} – a set of subparts of a whole. Used by Schwarzschild 1996 mainly to handle non-atomic distributivity (\textit{the shoes cost} \$50) and sentences that can be understood both distributively and nondistributively (\textit{Alice and Bob opened the window}); used by Glass 2018b to handle all distributive and nondistributive understandings of sentences


2.3. WRAP-UP

2.3.2 Discussion

• (Please discuss in small groups.)

• Please check off the terms 1–11 that you feel confident in. Which terms do you feel less confident in? Why?

• We’ve seen four approaches to distributivity:
  
  – (I) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as plurality (Landman 1989a, Landman 2000)
  
  – (II) One source of distributivity: Meaning postulates (Scha 1981)
  
  – (III) Two sources of distributivity: Meaning postulates and a D operator (Link, Roberts 1987, Champollion 2010 et seq., others)
  
  – (IV) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as one setting of a ‘cover’ of the plural subject (Gillon 1987, Schwarzschild 1996, Glass 2018b, to some extent Champollion 2016)

• For each approach (I)–(IV), please explain how it would handle the following (understandings of) these sentences:

  (29) Caro and Devon laughed.


    b. ✗Nondistributive: Laughed jointly but not individually.

  (30) Caro and Devon cooperated.

    a. ✗Distributive: Each cooperated.

    b. ✓Nondistributive: Cooperated jointly but not individually.

  (31) Caro and Devon baked a cake.

    a. ✓Distributive: Each baked a (different) cake.

    b. ✓Nondistributive: Baked a cake jointly but not individually.

  (32) Caro and Devon saw the photo.

    a. ✓Distributive: Each saw the photo.
b. **Nondistributive:** Saw the photo jointly but not individually.

- Also, how would each approach (I)–(IV) handle this unusual sentence from Winter & Scha 2015? (What broader lesson can we take from (9)? ★

(33) Alice’s lips smiled (but her eyes didn’t). adapted Winter & Scha 2015: 5
a. (??) **Distributive:** Alice’s lips each smiled.
b. **✓Nondistributive:** Alice’s lips smiled jointly.

- Which approach (I)–(IV) do you prefer? Why? ★

- Maldonado et al. 2017 find evidence that distributivity primes distributivity
  - After reading a sentence like *two kids are holding three balloons* in a context where it’s (only) true on a distributive understanding (each kid holds three balloons), experimental participants are more likely to interpret an ambiguous/underspecified sentence (*two kids are holding two ice cream cones*) as distributive
  - Distributive understandings primes distributive understandings, while cumulative understandings (*two kids are holding three balloons* where there are 2 kids and 3 balloons total) do not prime cumulative understandings compared to a baseline with no priming – an ‘asymmetric’ effect of distributivity
    * Such asymmetric priming effects are often found for less-common or more-marked phenomena
  - Maldonado et al. 2017 argue that this asymmetric priming effect is consistent with analyzing distributivity using a D operator – which is marked and can be primed – while treating cumulative readings as unmarked and basic (Krifka 1992, Kratzer 2007)

- In your view, to what extent do the findings of Maldonado et al. 2017 help to decide between different semantic analyses (I)–(IV) of distributivity?

- Please go back to one of the questions from today marked with ★. What data or theoretical concerns could shed light on that question? Why might it be interesting? How could you make progress?
Day 3

Which verb phrases go which ways and why?

3.1 Motivation

- None of the semantic representations from Day 2 (answers to the Compositional Semantics Question) make any predictions about the Lexical Semantics Question of which predicates are understood in which ways and why.

- Presumably ‘which predicates are understood in which ways?’ depends on world knowledge:
  - People have their own faces so can only smile individually; an individual person cannot meet unilaterally; windows can be opened by both individuals and pluralities thereof.

- Many researchers have called for more work on the role of world knowledge in distributivity:
  - Dowty’s ‘distributive subentailments’ (Dowty 1987) (1)–(2) stem from world knowledge rather than the logical representation of a sentence; a challenge to explain systematically.

  (1) The children gathered in the garden. Dowty 1987
  \[\text{Nondistributive:} \text{ the children gathered jointly without each individually gathering} \]
  \[\text{Distributive subentailment:} \text{ each child was in the garden at the relevant time} \]

  (2) These 3 positive integers sum to 13. Dowty 1987
  \[\text{Nondistributive:} \text{ the integers sum to 13 jointly without each individually doing so} \]
  \[\text{Distributive subentailment:} \text{ one or three of the integers is odd} \]

The fact that a particular lexical item is a group predicate or a distributive predicate doesn’t really need to be specified independently: it follows from the sense of the predicate itself. [...] What is it to be a pop star or to walk or to die? The
actions or states denoted by these verbs can generally only be performed or endured by an individual with a single will and consciousness. It is for this reason that we think of them as distributive. Although it may well be that only atomic individuals are in the extension of such distributive verbs in their strict sense, this follows from our knowledge of what is required for them to be true of an individual. – Roberts 1987: 124

This [analysis in terms of pragmatically determined covers] leaves us with […] a pragmatic theory of distributivity, which, along with other pragmatic phenomena, requires further analysis both in and outside of linguistics. – Schwarzschild 1996: 101

– For Winter and colleagues, distributivity is one example of pseudo-quantification – inferences that can be paraphrased using quantificational language without corresponding to any quantifiers in the logical representation

* The inference from the children slept to each child slept ‘does not need to be regarded as a truth conditional fact about plurals’ (Winter 2001: 252) but arises from knowledge about sleeping
* just as the inference from the surface is green to every part of the surface is green arises from knowledge about surfaces and greenness rather than from any covert quantifier

The link between pseudo-quantification and lexical knowledge is central for semantic theory, an area that is caught between questions about syntactic structure and problems of mental concept modeling. – Mador-Haim & Winter 2015: 473

We would like to reiterate the importance that we see for a rigorous theory about the lexicon and the pragmatics of plurals, especially in relation to […] distributivity […]. More general and precise theories of these lexical and pragmatic domains will also surely shed more light on the formal semantics of plurality. – Winter & Scha 2015: 35

• This is the challenge that I tried to take on in my dissertation (Glass 2018b)

3.2 Predictions

• How to generalize the behavior of smile, meet, open the window beyond a handful of predicates?
– **Body-Mind Generalization**: Because individuals have their own bodies and minds, VPs describing the actions of an individual body or mind (**smile, jump, meditate, see the photo, swallow a pill**) are understood distributively.

– **Multilateral Generalization**: Because individuals cannot carry out inherently multilateral actions alone, VPs describing such actions (**meet**) are understood nondistributively.

– **Causative Generalization**: Because the nature of causation allows that multiple individuals’ contributions may be jointly but not individually sufficient to cause a result, causative VPs (describing an event where the subject causes the object to change; **open the window**) allow a nondistributive understanding (in addition, perhaps, to a distributive one).

* Together, these hypothesized patterns also help to explain an otherwise puzzling, striking asymmetry between transitive and intransitive verbs (**Link 1983**):

– **Transitive/Intransitive Asymmetry**: Many intransitive verbs (**smile**) are only distributive; while VPs built from many transitive verbs (**open the window**) can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively.

  * Explained indirectly; many intransitive verbs are body-mind verbs (distributive), and many transitive verbs are causative (allowing a nondistributive understanding).

### 3.3 Distributivity Ratings Dataset

– Glass & Jiang 2017 – summer project with an intern, Nanjiang Jiang, at the Center for the Study of Language & Information at Stanford

– Begin with Levin 1993: list of over 3000 English verbs, categorized by meaning

  – For example: the ‘pour’ verbs, **dribble, drip, pour, slop, slosh, spew, spill, spurt**

– Generate sentences to be rated by human annotators

(3) **Stimulus format for VPs built from intransitive and transitive verbs**

  a. Name1 and Name2 verbed (**Veronika and Ian giggled**).

  b. Name1 and Name2 verbed an object (**Luke and Olivia wrote a book**).

– excluding verbs that don’t make sense applied to humans; verbs requiring complements other than a noun

– How to choose objects for transitive verbs?
– Singular count indefinite
  * because definites add the confounding issue of whether the action described by the verb can be repeated on the same object or not (Day 1)
  * because plural objects add the potential for a **cumulative** understanding; if Alice opened a door and Bob opened a different door, then perhaps Alice and Bob between them opened *doors* (Day 1)
– Can’t give all verbs the same object! (*open a window* vs. *eat a window* )
– Found the nouns most commonly occurring within five words to the right of each verb in the part-of-speech-tagged Spoken section of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies 2008)
  * If I did this again today, I’d use a dependency parser . . .
– Then hand-selected the ‘best’ object from among these
  * Makes sense as a singular indefinite (*view a photo* over *view a world*)
  * Fits within the Levin class in which the verb is classified (*snap a twig* over *snap a photo* when *snap* is classified as a change-of-state verb)
  * Not a body part (*keep a record* over *keep an eye* – to avoid introducing knowledge about bodies; the only exception was the ‘verbs involving the body’ such as *sprain*, which did get body part objects)
  * Concrete rather than abstract (*squash a bug* over *squash a hope*)
  * Not excessively violent or offensive (*persecute a minority* over *persecute a Christian/Jew*)
– Blend of bottom-up and top-down methods yields objects that are both naturalistically motivated and controlled for confounds

- 2338 unique VPs (1667 transitive verb-object combinations, 671 intransitive verbs)
- Online participants answered questions of the form (4); five answer choices mapped to a 1–5 Likert scale

(4) *Naomi and Jeff* {smiled, opened a window, . . . }.
  a. Does it follow that *Naomi and Jeff* each {smiled, opened a window, . . . }?
     [definitely no ] [maybe no ] [not sure ] [maybe yes ] [definitely yes ]
  b. Could it be that *Naomi and Jeff* didn’t technically each {smile, open a window, . . . }, because they did so together?
     [definitely no ] [maybe no ] [not sure ] [maybe yes ] [definitely yes ]
3.3. DISTRIBUTIVITY RATINGS DATASET

– ‘3=not sure’ was the least common response for both questions; most common were ‘4=maybe yes’ and ‘2=maybe no’
– If I did this again today, I might use unlabeled star ratings (☆☆☆☆☆) so that the mapping to numerals (1–5) for the statistics is clearer . . .
– and/or provide more guidance to participants, because they may have been unsure about how to interpret the questions
– ❍(What do you think?)

• (4a) ‘each’ and (4b) ‘together’ probe from two different angles at the same issue: whether the VP is only understood distributively, or whether it can also be understood nondistributively

– Most VPs describe events that an individual could plausibly undertake individually (smile, open a window), and thus can be understood distributively when applied to a plural
– So it is most informative to investigate which VPs have an available nondistributive understanding in addition to a distributive one – to distinguish the smile type from the open the/a window type

• Recruited participants using U.S. I.P. addresses on Mechanical Turk; each participant answered 40 random questions of the form (4)
• Ultimately ran 325 participants total, so that each VP was rated at least 3 times; some VPs were rated more than that (because we didn’t have a way to keep track of how many observations had been recorded for each VP; we kept all the data)
• ❍See the full data yourself: https://osf.io/8953e/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>verb</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>‘each’ rating</th>
<th>‘together’ rating</th>
<th>Levin class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant1</td>
<td>crack</td>
<td>an egg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>‘bang’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant1</td>
<td>cackle</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>‘snap/cackle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant2</td>
<td>steady</td>
<td>a canoe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>‘change-of-state’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant2</td>
<td>resent</td>
<td>an intrusion</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>‘admire’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
<td>(. . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant3</td>
<td>wheeze</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>‘hiccup’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant3</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>a wire</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>‘bend’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Each participant’s ratings for both the ‘each’ question and the ‘together’ question for each VP they encountered.
3.4 Testing the predictions

3.4.1 Statistical analysis

• Mixed-effects linear regression (Bates et al. 2015): predicts the value of a continuous dependent variable on the basis of one or more independent variables

  – Our dependent variable is not strictly continuous (instead it’s ordered/categorical: ‘definitely no’, ‘maybe no’, ‘not sure’, ‘maybe yes’, and ‘definitely yes’), but I treat my 1–5 scale as an approximation of an underlying continuous concept

  * I also ran all the statistics in mixed-effects ordinal regression models (Cumulative Link Mixed Models; clmm in the ordinal package of R; Christensen 2016)

  * … strictly more appropriate for the structure of the ratings scale but harder to graph/interpret because the model outputs log odds ratios rather than predicted 1–5 ratings

  * All the major findings reported in my linear regressions are replicated in these ordinal logistic regressions

  

1 The Table represents the ordinal regression output for a model (5) predicting the ‘each’ rating (as an ordered categorical
3.4. TESTING THE PREDICTIONS

- Mixed-effects structure (random intercepts for ‘participant’ and ‘VP’) ‘factors out’ differences between participants, VPs unrelated to the hypotheses being tested

- All reported results come from two separate mixed-effects linear regressions – one for the ‘each’ question, one for the ‘together’ question – including all of the independent variables hypothesized to predict distributivity potential:

1. whether the verb is transitive or intransitive
2. whether or not the verb describes an action carried out by an individual body or mind

variable) for a given VP, as a function of whether that VP is tagged as transitive or intransitive; a body/mind verb or not; a multilateral verb or not; causative or not. An interaction between (in)transitivity and body/mind was dropped from the model because it was barely significant at the 0.05 level. The model uses random intercepts for participants and VPs.

(5) \[ m \leftarrow \text{clmm(} \text{each rating} \sim \text{trans intrans + bodymind + multilateral + causative + (1 } | \text{SubjId) + (1|full_pred)} \] \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>independent var.</th>
<th>estimate</th>
<th>std. error</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-14.85</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodymind</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilateral</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-4.52</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-6.26</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>threshold estimate</th>
<th>std. error</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A positive estimate means that the independent variable is associated with a higher ‘each’ rating, while a negative estimate means that it is associated with a lower one. (The estimates represent log odds ratios.)

In parallel, the next Table represents the ordinal regression output for a model (6) predicting the ‘together’ rating (as an ordered categorical variable) for a given VP, as a function of whether that VP is tagged as transitive or intransitive; a body/mind verb or not; a multilateral verb or not; causative or not. There are random intercepts for participants and VPs. An interaction between (in)transitivity and body/mind was dropped from the model because it was not significant.

(6) \[ m \leftarrow \text{clmm(} \text{together rating} \sim \text{trans intrans + bodymind + multilateral + causative + (1 } | \text{SubjId) + (1|full_pred)} \] \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>independent var.</th>
<th>estimate</th>
<th>std. error</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodymind</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-13.46</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilateral</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>threshold estimate</th>
<th>std. error</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, a positive estimate means that the independent variable is associated with a higher ‘together’ rating, while a negative estimate means that it is associated with a lower one. (The estimates represent log odds ratios.)

The take-home message here is that all the major results reported below from mixed-effects linear regressions are also replicated in ordinal logistic regressions.
3. whether or not the verb describes an inherently multilateral action
4. whether or not the verb is causative
5. ... and (only retained if it improved the model according to the Akaike Information Criterion) an interaction between ‘transitive / intransitive’ and ‘body-mind’

• I included all of these independent variables at once in order to isolate the effect of each one – important because they overlap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>trans</th>
<th>intrans</th>
<th>body-mind</th>
<th>multi</th>
<th>causative</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trans</td>
<td>1667 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112 (7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>945 (57%)</td>
<td>1667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intrans</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>671 (100%)</td>
<td>364 (54%)</td>
<td>91 (14%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body-mind</td>
<td>112 (24%)</td>
<td>364 (76%)</td>
<td>476 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>91 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>91 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>945 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>945 (100%)</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Number of VPs in each category, and overlap between the categories. For example, 945 (57%) of the 1667 transitive verbs are causative.

• All data reported below come from two separate linear regression models, one for the ‘each’ question, one for the ‘together’ question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>predicted ‘each’ rating</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept (regular intrans)</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>3.46 (=4.08-0.62)</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2245</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body-mind</td>
<td>4.39 (=4.08+0.31)</td>
<td>+0.31</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2167</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilateral (all intrans)</td>
<td>3.68 (=4.08-0.40)</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2451</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative (all trans)</td>
<td>3.28 (=4.08-0.62-0.18)</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2182</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans * body-mind</td>
<td>4.01 (=4.08-0.62+0.31+0.24)</td>
<td>+0.24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Mixed-effects linear regression for the ‘each’ question, with random intercepts for both participants and VPs, with an interaction between ‘body-mind’ and ‘transitive’. Statistics below come from this model.

3.4.2 Transitive/intransitive asymmetry

• Link 1983: *carry the piano* can be understood both distributively and nondistributively; while ‘intransitive verbs like *die*’ are only distributive (Link 1983: 132)

(7) Transitive/Intransitive Asymmetry: Most intransitive verbs (*smile*) are only distributive, while VPs built from many transitive verbs (*open the window*) can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively.
3.4. TESTING THE PREDICTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>predicted ‘together’ rating</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept (regular intrans)</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>3.67 (=3.23+0.44)</td>
<td>+0.44</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2234</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body-mind</td>
<td>2.62 (=3.23-0.61)</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2201</td>
<td>-14.3</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilateral (all intrans)</td>
<td>3.53 (=3.23+0.30)</td>
<td>+0.30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2460</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative (all trans)</td>
<td>3.81 (=3.23+0.44+0.14)</td>
<td>+0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2206</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body-mind * trans</td>
<td>(not included)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Mixed-effects linear regression for the ‘together’ question, with random intercepts for both participants and VPs, but no interactions. Statistics below come from this model.

• Is this true? And if it is true, then why?
  
  – Yes, it’s true: intransitive verbs have higher ‘each’ ratings, VPs built from transitive verbs have higher ‘together’ ratings in the Distributivity Ratings Dataset
  
  – But why? If the distributivity potential of a VP is grounded in the event it describes, then why would it also be related to argument structure?

Figure 3.2: Predicted ‘each’ and ‘together’ ratings for transitive and intransitive verbs, from the models described in §3.4.1. VPs built from transitive verbs have systematically lower ‘each’ ratings, and systematically higher ‘together’ ratings, compared to intransitives.

• I claim (Glass 2018b): the relation between argument structure and distributivity is indirect, driven by the types of events that tend to be described by transitive vs. intransitive verbs
  
  – Some of the more targeted generalizations explored below apply disproportionately to transitives or intransitives, indirectly contributing to this observed asymmetry
3.4.3 Body-mind generalization

- Generalizing the intuitive analysis of *smile* . . .

(8) **Body-Mind Generalization:** Because individuals have their own bodies and minds, VPs describing the actions of an individual body or mind (*smile, jump, meditate, swallow a pill, see a photo, like a book*) are distributive.

- Tagged verbs/VPs in the Distributivity Ratings Dataset that describe bodily/mental actions (using Levin classification as a starting point) – 364 intransitive, 112 transitive; 476 total
  - As predicted, body/mind verbs have higher ‘each’ ratings and lower ‘together’ ratings (compared to non-body/mind verbs)

![Graph](image)

Figure 3.3: Predicted ‘each’ and ‘together’ ratings for body-mind vs. non-body-mind and transitive vs. intransitive verbs, from the models described in §3.4.1. Body-mind intransitives have systematically higher ‘each’ ratings, and systematically lower ‘together’ ratings, than other intransitives. Similarly, body-mind transitives have systematically higher ‘each’ ratings, and systematically lower ‘together’ ratings, than other transitives.

- 76% (364 of 476) of the body/mind VPs are intransitive – indirectly contributing to the observation that many intransitive verbs are distributive

3.4.4 Multilateral generalization

- Generalizing the intuitive analysis of *meet* . . .

(9) **Multilateral Generalization:** Because individuals cannot carry out inherently multilateral actions alone, VPs describing such actions (*meet*) are understood nondistributively.
3.4. TESTING THE PREDICTIONS

- Tagged verbs in the Distributivity Ratings Dataset that describe inherently multilateral actions (using Levin classification) – 91 verbs, all intransitive
  
  - As predicted, multilateral verbs have lower ‘each’ ratings and higher ‘together’ ratings (compared to non-multilateral verbs)

![Figure 3.4: Predicted ‘each’ and ‘together’ ratings for multilateral verbs vs. other intransitives, from the models described in §3.4.1. Multilateral verbs have lower ‘each’ ratings and higher ‘together’ ratings than other intransitives.]

- These multilateral verbs are all intransitive – **counter to** the observation that many intransitive verbs are distributive

3.4.5 Causative generalization

- Generalizing the intuitive analysis of *open the window*... transitive open is a **causative verb** (Smith 1970, Dowty 1979) – describing an event in which the subject causes the object to change
  
  - As a general fact about causation, it is possible for multiple individuals’ actions to jointly bring about a result without each individually doing so

  (10) **Causative Generalization:** Because the nature of causation allows that multiple individuals’ contributions may be jointly sufficient but individually insufficient to cause a result, VPs built from **causatives** (*open a window*) are predicted to allow a nondistributive understanding (in addition, perhaps, to a distributive understanding).
• Tagged VPs (built from transitive verbs) in the Distributivity Ratings Dataset that are causative (using Levin classification as a starting point)

  – As predicted, VPs built from causative verbs have lower ‘each’ ratings and higher ‘together’ ratings (compared to non-causatives)

![Graph showing predicted 'each' and 'together' ratings for causatives vs. other transitive verbs.](image)

Figure 3.5: Predicted ‘each’ and ‘together’ ratings for causatives vs. other transitive verbs, from the models described in §3.4.1. Causatives (all transitive) have lower ‘each’ ratings and higher ‘together’ ratings than other transitives.

• 57% (945 of 1667) of transitive verbs are causative (and all causatives as defined here are transitive) – indirectly contributing to the observation that VPs built from transitive verbs can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively

3.4.6 Discussion

• Still more work to do, more generalizations to be made . . .

  – If two individuals are located at a particular place, then they are each located at that place (subparts share the location of the whole; Schwarzschild 1996: Chapter 5); thus, spatial predicates also tend to be distributive

(11) Alice and Bob arrived / departed / entered / exited.  
    a. ✓Distributive: Alive and Bob each arrived / departed / entered / exited.  
    b. ✗Nondistributive: Alice and Bob arrived / departed / entered / exited jointly but not individually.
– Individuals can possess things jointly as well as individually; thus, possession predicates can also be understood nondistributively as well as distributively

(12) Alice and Bob rented a car.
   a. **Distributive**: Alive and Bob *each* rented a car. both ways
   b. **Nondistributive**: Alice and Bob rented a car jointly but not individually.

– Two individuals could each affect a different portion of an **incremental** object (an object affected in tandem with the progress of the event of affecting it; Tenny 1992, Krifka 1992), only between them affecting the whole thing; thus, predicates with incremental objects can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively (Glass 2018b)

(13) Alice and Bob ate a pizza.
   a. **Distributive**: Alive and Bob *each* ate a pizza. both ways
   b. **Nondistributive**: Alice and Bob ate a pizza jointly (by each eating a different portion of it) but not individually.

• These findings are fairly obvious; but we began with three VPs (*smile, meet, open the window*) and now systematically predict the distributivity of 1512 (476 body-mind VPs, 91 multilateral verbs, and 945 causatives), which is 64% of the 2338 total VPs: progress!

### 3.5 Wrap-up

#### 3.5.1 Terminology

1. **Pseudo-quantification** – inferences that can be paraphrased using quantificational language without corresponding to any quantifier in the semantic representation (Mador-Haim & Winter 2015)

2. **Transitive/intransitive asymmetry** – the observation (Link 1983, Glass 2017, Glass 2018b) that many intransitive verbs are distributive (*smile*), while VPs built from many transitive verbs can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively (*open the window*)

3. **Body/mind predicate** – a predicate describing the action of an individual body or mind; *smile, swallow a pill*

4. **Multilateral predicate** – a predicate describing an inherently multilateral action; *gather, cooperate*
5. **Causative predicate** – a predicate (transitive verb + object) describing an event in which the subject causes a change to be realized upon the object (Smith 1970)

6. **Incremental object predicate** – a predicate (transitive verb + object) describing an event where the affectedness of the object mirrors the progress of the event of affecting it; *eat the pizza* (Tenny 1992, Krifka 1992)

7. **Mixed-effects model** – a statistical model used for repeated measurements (e.g., from the same item, from the same experimental participant) which accounts for ‘random effects’ (unexplained differences between individual items/participants) in assessing the contribution of ‘main effects’ (independent variables) on the dependent variable

8. **Mixed-effects linear regression** – a statistical model (with a mixed-effects structure, accounting for random effects) which predicts the value of a continuous dependent variable on the basis of one or more independent variables

9. **Mixed-effects ordinal logistic regression** – a statistical model (with a mixed-effects structure, accounting for random effects) which predicts the log odds ratios of each value of an ordered, categorical dependent variable on the basis of one or more independent variables

### 3.5.2 Discussion

- *(Please discuss in small groups)*

- ⇝ Please check off the terms 1–9 that you feel confident in. Which terms do you feel less confident in? Why?

- In the Distributivity Ratings Dataset, each transitive verb is only tested with one object (*open* is tested with *a window, not a soda or a vault*)

  – ⇝ How could this endeavor be expanded to make/test predictions about the effect of the particular object of the verb? ★

- ⇝ If I (were to) run this Turk study again, how would you suggest that I improve it? Why?

- ⇝ Please explain which understanding(s) are available to (14a)–(14f) and why

  (14)  a. Alice and Bob swallowed a pill.
b. Alice and Bob wrote a book.
c. Alice and Bob concocted a plan.
d. Alice and Bob emptied a dishwasher.
e. Alice and Bob yawned.
f. Alice and Bob arrived.

• How would your theory represent the fact that causative verbs (open) are causative?
  
  item Would you use a decompositional representation of lexical semantics?
  – Would you state that such verbs just happen to describe events involving causation?
  – Whatever you choose, does your choice make different empirical predictions from other choices?

• So far, we’ve only analyzed sentences carefully constructed from a template. How do the claims made here extend to real data involving sentences with plural subjects (10)? ★

(15) a. Several kids pretended to have a picnic at the beach.
 b. In other U.S. elections, candidates are elected directly by popular vote.
 c. Consumers chose the most expensive six-pack, because they assume that the greater price indicates greater quality.
 d. The Stanford doctors tried everything they could to staunch her bleeding.
 e. We wanted to express our appreciation and thankfulness to you and Dan.
 f. Teachers practiced some simple experiments that leave a big impact on young learners.

• How might it be useful (or not) for an automated natural language understanding system to have information about a predicate’s potential for (non)distributivity? ★

• In light of today’s answers to the Lexical Semantics Question of which predicates are understood in which ways, please reconsider from Day 2 the answers to the Compositional Semantics Question of how distributivity should be represented semantically.
  – Do today’s findings lead you to prefer one semantic analysis over another? Why or why not?
• Kruitwagen et al. 2017 finds experimentally that reciprocal predicates such as *hug* do not require symmetric participation from all participants (*Alice and Bob hugged* is still somewhat accepted when Alice hugs Bob but not vice versa)
  
  – . . . but are relatively more accepted when both parties participate actively in the event (see also Winter 2018, Poortman et al. 2018)
  
  – evoking the ‘Maximal Typicality Hypothesis’ (Kerem et al. 2009) that sentences are relatively more accepted as true in situations closer to what’s considered ‘typical’ for that verb – *hug* doesn’t strictly entail mutual participation, but that is ‘typical’
  
  – How do these findings shed light on the role of lexical semantics and world knowledge in understanding sentences with plural subjects? ★

• Pasternak 2018 argues that belief verbs (*think, believe*) are not necessarily distributive (11)–(12). Do you take (11)–(12) as evidence against the claim that *think* (as a body/mind verb) is understood distributively? ★

(16) Paul’s cousins think he married a rich New Yorker. Pasternak 2018

where some of his cousins think his spouse is rich, others think the spouse is from NY

(17) Sam’s 6 clients thought she built 6 houses for them. Pasternak 2018

where each client thinks Sam built 1 house for them, and doesn’t know about the others

• If you could do one large-scale annotation task on Mechanical Turk (similar to the Distributivity Ratings Dataset), what would it be and how would it advance your research?

• Please go back to one of the questions from today marked with ★. What data or theoretical concerns could shed light on that question? Why might it be interesting? How could you make progress?
(Stubborn) distributivity among adjectives

4.1 Introduction

- In addition to verb phrases, predicative adjective phrases can also be understood distributively, nondistributively, or in both ways . . .

(1) The boxes are new.  
   a. ✓Distributive: Each box is new.  
   b. xNondistributive: The boxes are jointly new but not individually so.

- Similarly: old, light, short, small, full, empty, clean, dirty, fragile . . .

(2) The boxes are connected.  
   a. xDistributive: Each box is connected.  
   b. ✓Nondistributive: The boxes are jointly connected but not individually so.

- (Set aside today because they involve a sense of reciprocity not shared by the others)

(3) The boxes are heavy.  
   a. ✓Distributive: Each box is heavy.  
   b. ✓Nondistributive: The boxes are jointly heavy but not individually so.

- Similarly: expensive, beautiful, ugly . . .

- Finally, some adjectives could imaginably be understood both ways like (3), but in practice strongly favor a distributive understanding (Quine 1960, Schwarzschild 2011): stubbornly distributive predicates
(4) The boxes are tall. adapted Schwarzschild 2011: 3; stubbornly distributive

a. ✓Distributive: Each box is tall.

b. Nondistributive (imaginable, but not easily available): The boxes are jointly tall but not individually so.

– Similarly: big, large, long, wide . . .
– Can you think of any stubbornly distributive verb phrases? Or is this category unique to adjectives?

• Which adjectives are understood in which ways, and why?

  – Which other adjectives behave like new, heavy, or tall?

• Researchers agree that these inferences are grounded in what we know about the property described by the adjective (Dowty 1987, Roberts 1987, Winter 2001 . . . ) – but otherwise largely left open

• A recent advance: Scontras & Goodman 2017 offer a convincing pragmatic explanation for why heavy differs from tall

  – The imaginable nondistributive understanding of tall is difficult to coordinate on because the joint height of boxes depends on transitory spatial arrangement (whereas joint weight is is stable) – supported experimentally

  – Try the experiment here https://cocolab.stanford.edu/experiments/collective/expt1/expt1.html (link live as of June 2019)

  – Robot named Cubert handles boxes at a factory – which come out of a dispenser either in a regular stack (‘regular’) or in a haphazard manner (‘random’)

  – Each time, Cubert describes the boxes to Dot: The boxes were heavy / tall / big . . .

  – Web participants rate whether Cubert is describing the boxes as a whole (‘collective’) or individually (‘distributive’)

  – For tall, big, ‘collective’ ratings are much higher (nondistributive understandings much more available) when the boxes regularly come out of the machine in a stack

  – Instead of stipulating that tall, big are ‘stubbornly distributive’ while heavy is ‘complaisantly’ nondistributive, Scontras & Goodman derive this pragmatically . . .

  – Hearers will not expect a speaker to intend tall to be nondistributive, given that the joint height of boxes is transitory; while hearers may expect a speaker to intend heavy to be nondistributive, since the joint weight of boxes is consistent
- When the joint height of boxes is more stable (when the boxes come out of the dispenser in a regular stack), the nondistributive understanding of tall becomes more available.

- Heavy is not influenced by the arrangement because the joint weight of boxes does not depend on it.

- Can you paraphrase in your own words how Scontras & Goodman pragmatically derive the difference between ‘stubbornly distributive’ adjectives such as tall and ‘complaisantly nondistributive’ adjectives such as heavy?

- What separates predicates like new – for which we cannot even imagine a nondistributive understanding – from those like heavy and tall?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributive</th>
<th>\textbf{The boxes are new.}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{\checkmark Dist.}: Each new</td>
<td>\textbf{\times Nondist}: Jointly new</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Both ways</th>
<th>\textbf{The boxes are heavy.}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{\checkmark Dist.}: Each heavy</td>
<td>\textbf{\checkmark Nondist}: Jointly heavy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘Stubbornly distributive’</th>
<th>\textbf{The boxes are tall.}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{\checkmark Dist.}: Each tall</td>
<td>\textbf{?? Nondist}: Jointly tall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Measurement theory

- I propose (Glass 2018a, Glass 2018b) that the answer can be stated using \textbf{measurement theory}.


  - A system used to capture the properties of various sorts of measurements (height, weight, temperature, likelihood, \ldots)

- Rather than taking (quantitative) numbers/degrees as foundational to measurement, \textbf{measurement theory} begins with the (qualitative) notion of relative ordering.

- Why not take numbers as basic? Because numbers support relations (e.g. ratio comparisons) that do not carry over to certain qualitative orderings (\textit{?}twice as hot).

- Can construct scales using only as much structure from the natural numbers as appropriate.

- Particularly important for distributivity, can be used to represent how $\mu(a)$ and $\mu(b)$ relate to $\mu(a \circ b)$ \ldots
– where \( \mu \) maps entities to natural numbers in a way that preserves their relative ordering with respect to one another with respect to the property being measured . . .

– . . . and \( a \circ b \) is the concatenation of \( a \) and \( b \) – a composite object (if \( a \) and \( b \) don’t overlap, equivalent to Link 1983’s ‘join’ \( a \oplus b \); see Lassiter 2011)

• Can define different types of scales based on behavior with respect to concatenation

(5) **Some types of scales** adapted / abridged Lassiter 2011: 45

a. **Additive**: \( \mu(a \circ b) = \mu(a) + \mu(b) \)

   *Example*: weight

b. **Positive** (a.k.a. monotonic; of which additive is a special case): \( \mu(a \circ b) \geq \mu(a) \), \( \mu(a \circ b) \geq \mu(b) \)

   *Example*: loudness, cost

c. **Intermediate**: If \( a \succeq b \), then \( \mu(a) \geq \mu(a \circ b) \geq \mu(b) \)

   *Example*: temperature (of non-chemically-reacting substances, measured by a thermometer; see Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Rakhilina 2006, Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2011)

d. **Atom Only**: \( \succeq^P \) contains no concatenations; i.e. \( a \succeq^P b \) implies that \( a, b \) are atoms.

   *Example*: sick, which only makes sense applied to individuals

### 4.3 Explaining the distributivity potential of adjectives


   – Map an entity to its degree \( d \) along the scale associated with the adjective

   – **Heavy** is true of the box (6) if its weight exceeds contextual standard \( \theta \)

(6) \[ \text{[The box is heavy]} = 1 \text{ iff heavy(the box)} \geq \theta_{\text{heavy}} \]

• These scales can be characterized using measurement theory – which in turn can explain distributivity potential . . .

(7) Box A & Box B are heavy. (can be understood both ways) (=3)
4.3. EXPLAINING THE DISTRIBUTIVITY POTENTIAL OF ADJECTIVES

- **Distributive:** Each box exceeds $\theta_{\text{heavy}}$
- **Nondistr.:** A & B together exceed $\theta_{\text{heavy}}$, but each individually falls short of it
  
  - **Plausible because** weight is additive; so $a \oplus b$ together surpasses $a, b$ individually

![Diagram showing distributive and nondistributive understandings of heavy.](image)

Figure 4.1: Distributive and nondistributive understandings of heavy.

(8) **CLAIM:** For a gradable adjective $A$ to be understood nondistributively, $a \oplus b$ together must exceed $a$ and $b$ individually on the scale invoked by $A$. That way, the standard $\theta$ for what counts as $A$ can be set so that $a \oplus b$ exceeds $\theta$ while $a$ and $b$ individually fall short of it.

- Depending on the behavior of measurement w.r.t. concatenation, this ordering may or may not be possible
- Other increasing-direction dimensional adjectives (*tall, large, expensive*) are also additive; thus behave like *heavy* in having an imaginable (though perhaps not pragmatically available) nondistributive understanding
  
  - As for why *heavy* differs from *tall* – echo Scontras & Goodman 2017 (joint weight is more stable/easier to coordinate on that joint height) . . .
  
  - . . . but now we also understand what unifies *heavy* and *tall* and separates them from *new* – why they both have an imaginable nondistributive understanding

- **Decreasing-direction dimensional adjectives** (*light, short*)

(9) Box A & Box B are light. **(distributive)**
a. **Distributive**: Box A is light, Box B is light.
b. **Nondistr.**: Box A & Box B are jointly light, individually heavy.

- *Light* measures weight in a **decreasing** direction; so $a$ and $b$ are each individually lighter than $a \oplus b$ together (Fig. 4.2)
- Cannot set $\theta_{light}$ so that $a \oplus b$ exceeds it while $a$, $b$ individually fall short
- Explains why *light, short* differ from their antonyms in only being understood distributively (also *cheap, quiet*)

---

**Figure 4.2**: *Light* is true of things lighter than the contextual standard $\theta$ (here, 7lbs).

---

- **Adjectives with scales intermediate with respect to concatenation** (*warm*)

(10) Soup A & Soup B are warm. **(distributive)**

a. **Distributive**: Soup A is warm, Soup B is warm.
b. **Nondistr.**: Soup A & Soup B are jointly warm, individually cool.

- If $\mu(a \oplus b)$ falls in between $\mu(a)$ and $\mu(b)$ (**intermediate**), can’t be nondistributive
- No way to set $\theta$ so that $a \oplus b$ exceeds it while $a$, $b$ each fall short
- Similarly: *clean, dirty, old, new . . .*

- **Adjectives with scales irregular with respect to concatenation** (*beautiful, ugly*)

(11) Box A & Box B are beautiful. **(both ways)**

a. **Distributive**: Box A is beautiful, Box B is beautiful.
b. **Nondistr.**: Box A & Box B are jointly beautiful, individually ugly.

- Subjective (Lasersohn 2005); no system to what’s *beautiful*; irregular w.r.t. concatenation
4.3. EXPLAINING THE DISTRIBUTIVITY POTENTIAL OF ADJECTIVES

Figure 4.3: Soup A and Soup B are no warmer together than individually.

– (Explains why the antonyms beautiful/ugly pattern together)
– Similarly: delicious, disgusting, good, bad . . .

• ‘Atom-only’ adjectives (sick, alive, jealous)

– Most adjectives discussed so far have described properties that can be instantiated by pluralities as well as individuals

  * Boxes can have height/weight/beauty/temperature together as well as individually
– But (Lassiter 2011: Ch. 2) there are also properties that can only be instantiated by individuals (sick, alive, worried, religious, American . . .)
– . . . given that individuals have their own bodies/mental states/nationalities

(12) Alice and Bob are \{sick, alive, American . . .\}

  a. ✓Distributive: Each \{sick, alive, American . . .\}.
  b. ✗Nondistr.: Jointly \{sick, alive, American . . .\}, but not individually so.

– For an adjective to be understood nondistributively, \(\mu(a \oplus b)\) must be able to exceed \(\mu(a), \mu(b)\) along the scale associated with the adjective – not possible if \(\mu(a \oplus b)\) undefined
– For some adjectives (new, full, empty), not clear if they’re atom-only or just intermediate w.r.t. concatenation – but same result either way; only distributive

• Predictive, explanatory answer to ‘Which adjectives are understood in which ways, and why?’
## Day 4. (Stubborn) Distributivity Among Adjectives

**Distributive**

*Box A & Box B are new (light, short, full, empty).*

- **Dist.:** Each new
  - **&** Non-dist: Jointly new

  because \( a \oplus b \) can’t exceed \( a, b \) on **new** scale

**Both ways**

*Box A & Box B are heavy (expensive, beautiful, ugly).*

- **Dist.:** Each heavy
  - **&** Non-dist: Jointly heavy

  because \( a \oplus b \) can exceed \( a, b \) on **heavy** scale

  (pragmatically available because joint weight is stable; S&G 2017)

**Stubbornly distributive**

*Box A & Box B are tall (big, large, long, wide).*

- **Dist.:** Each tall

  - **&** Non-dist: Jointly tall

  because \( a \oplus b \) can exceed \( a, b \) on **tall** scale

  (pragmatically unavailable because joint height is unstable; S&G 2017)

### 4.3.1 Related work

- Some recent papers observe intriguing data on the relation between measurement theory and distributivity – but their analyses to some extent may be seen as restating the data; is it possible to find a more predictive explanation? ★

  – Law 2019, building on unpublished work by Linmin Zhang, observes that binomial *each* *(three miles each)* is only available when the noun phrase increases monotonically in relation to the distributive dependency – why? ★

  \[ (13) \]
  
  a. **Monotonic NP:** The athletes ran **three miles each**.
  
  b. **Nonmonotonic NP:** The athletes ran **three miles-per-hour each**.

  – Schwarzschild 2002, Schwarzschild 2006 observes that while *heavy* can be both distributive and nondistributive in predicative position, it is only distributive in attributive position (the ‘attributive distributive’ generalization) – why? ★

    * Schwarzschild says the dimension described by an attributive adjective *cannot be monotonic* (the joint weight of boxes increases monotonically with the number of boxes, which is not allowed; the weight of an individual box does not increase with the number of boxes, which is allowed)

    * (Interesting that binomial *each* seems to require monotonicity while attributive adjectives seem to require nonmonotonicity . . . – why? ★)

  \[ (14) \]
  
  The boxes are heavy.

  - **Predicative, both ways**

    a. **Distributive:** Each box is heavy.
b. ✓**Nondistributive:** The boxes are jointly but not individually heavy.

(15) The heavy boxes (are in the car.) **attributive, distributive**

a. ✓**Distributive:** Each box is heavy.

b. ✓**Nondistributive:** The boxes are jointly but not individually heavy.

– McKinney-Bock & Pancheva 2019 find that *some* attributive adjectives can actually be monotonous (the noisiness of children increases with each child) and nondistributive (children can be jointly but not individually noisy) – why? ★

(16) The noisy children (are playing.) **both ways**

a. ✓**Distributive:** Each child is noisy.

b. ✓**Nondistributive:** The children are jointly but not individually noisy.

– Contrary to the ‘attributive distributive’ generalization, and contrary to Schwarzschild’s claim that attributive adjectives must describe nonmonotonic properties

– McKinney-Bock and Pancheva say it is because *noisy* modifies events rather than individuals

4.4 Wrap-up

4.4.1 Terminology

1. **Stubbornly distributive adjective** (term from Schwarzschild 2011) – an adjective which *in theory* has an *imaginable* nondistributive understanding, but *in reality* is only understood distributively; e.g. *the boxes are tall*

2. **Complaisantly collective adjective** (term from Scontras & Goodman 2017) – an adjective whose *imaginable* nondistributive understanding is robustly available; e.g. *the boxes are heavy*

3. **Measurement theory** – a system used to capture the properties of various sorts of measurements, based on the non-quantitative concept of relative ordering, using only as much structure from the natural numbers as is suitable to the property being measured

4. **Monotonic / positive with respect to concatenation** – $\mu(a \oplus b) \geq \mu(a), \mu(a \oplus b) \geq \mu(b)$

5. **Additive with respect to concatenation** – $\mu(a \oplus b) = \mu(a) + \mu(b)$

6. **Predicative adjective** – an adjective that serves as the predicate of a sentence, as in *the boxes are heavy*. Depending on the specific adjective, can be distributive or nondistributive
7. **Attributive adjective** – an adjective that does not serve as the predicate of a sentence, as in *the heavy boxes are in the car*. Usually (but not always) distributive (Schwarzschild’s ‘attributive distributive’ generalization)

8. **Binomial each** – *each* at the end of a (numeral) noun phrase (*the athletes ran three miles each*)

### 4.4.2 Discussion

- *(Please discuss in small groups)*

- Please check off all of the terms 38–8 that you feel confident in. Which ones do you feel less confident in? Why?

- Please explain which understanding(s) are available to (17a)–(17f) and why

(17) a. The boxes are wide.
    b. The boxes are narrow.
    c. The boxes are huge.
    d. The boxes are beautiful.
    e. The boxes are empty.
    f. The boxes are lacquered.

- Above (Day 1), we saw that when a verb phrase can be understood both distributively and nondistributively, the distributive understanding is **dispreferred** (hearers want *the children built a sand castle* to be nondistributive, with one sand castle)

  – Among adjectives, is it also true that distributivity is dispreferred? Why or why not? ★

- Scontras & Goodman 2017 classify decreasing-direction dimensional adjectives (*light, narrow*) as **stubbornly distributive** – so *light* has an imaginable-but-pragmatically-unavailable nondistributive understanding

  – In contrast, Glass 2018a treats *light* like *new*, claiming that it does not have an imaginable nondistributive understanding at all (there is no way for two boxes to be jointly but not individually *light*)
– Maldonado et al. 2018 say that light is ambiguous between a distributive reading and a collective one – but its collective reading happens to entail its distributive reading (if two boxes are jointly light then they are also each light)

– How would you classify light? Why?

• Syrett 2015 finds experimentally that people reject The boxes are round in a situation where ten square boxes are arranged into a (round) circle, but accept it when ten round boxes are arranged into a square

– Is this finding consistent with the pragmatic explanation of stubborn distributivity from Scontras & Goodman 2017? Why or why not?

• Yoon 1996 observes that different types of adjectives behave differently with respect to (non)maximality (Dowty 1987): the glasses are clean suggests that they are all clean, while the glasses are dirty might be used even if only 20% of the glasses are actually dirty. Which other adjectives behave like clean or dirty and why? ★

• We saw above (Day 1) that, in the realm of verb phrases, distributivity is marked and dispreferred (Link 1998b, Dotlačil 2010). Does this generalization extend to adjectives? Why or why not? ★

– (See Syrett 2015, Scontras & Goodman 2017, Maldonado et al. 2018 for relevant experimental data)

• Please go back to one of the questions from today marked with ★. What data or theoretical concerns could shed light on that question? Why might it be interesting? How could you make progress?
DAY 4. (STUBBORN) DISTRIBUTIVITY AMONG ADJECTIVES
Day 5

Review and research brainstorm

5.1 Introduction

- When a sentence has a plural subject, we draw inferences about how each member of the subject participates in the predicate of the sentence

  - **Distributive**: True of each individual member of a plural subject
  - **Nondistributive**: True of a plural subject as a whole but *not* each individual member

(1) Alice and Bob smiled.
   a. ✓**Distributive**: Alice and Bob *each* smiled.
   b. ✓**Nondistributive**: Alice and Bob smiled jointly without each individually doing so.

(2) Alice and Bob met.
   a. ✓**Distributive**: Alice and Bob *each* met.
   b. ✓**Nondistributive**: Alice and Bob met jointly without each individually doing so.

(3) Alice and Bob opened the window.
   a. ✓**Distributive**: Alice and Bob *each* opened the window.
   b. ✓**Nondistributive**: Opened the window jointly without each individually doing so.

Why is distributivity interesting?

- Linguistic vs. non-linguistic knowledge
- Compositional vs. lexical semantics
- Ambiguity vs. underspecification
60

• What’s available at all vs. what’s most accessible/preferred

• Relation between distributivity and plurality (what’s marked/unmarked and why?)

• Semantics of plurality in nouns vs. verb phrases vs. adjectives (and the nature of these lexical categories)

• Formalizing a few exemplars vs. predicting the behavior of further predicates

• ← Which topics in this class have evoked these themes for you?

5.2 Terminology

1. **Distributive** – a predicate is understood **distributively** if it is inferred to be individually true of each member of a plural subject

2. **Collective** – depending on one’s view, can indicate the absence of distributivity; or can indicate the presence of purported inferences about joint action/responsibility

3. **Cumulative** (property of predicates) – $P$ is cumulative iff $P(a) \land P(b) \rightarrow P(a \oplus b)$

4. **Cumulative** (property of readings/understandings of predicates) – $P$ is understood cumulatively if it’s true of a plural subject as a whole, but not individually of each part, such that each member of the plural subject carried out part of the action described by the predicate, jointly adding up to the whole

5. **Overt distributivity** – distributivity marked with disambiguating lexical items such as *each, together*

6. **Covert distributivity** – distributivity without any overt markers

7. **Distributive predicate** – a predicate that is only (mainly) understood distributively, such as *smile*

8. **Collective predicate** – a predicate that is only (mainly) understood nondistributively, such as *meet*

9. **Mixed predicate** – a predicate that can be understood both distributively and nondistributively, such as *open the door*

10. **Atom predicate** (Winter 2002): if all the children PRED is equivalent to every child PRED, then PRED is an atom predicate (e.g., *smile*); if not, it is a set predicate (*numerous*). (Note that it is not clear how to classify ‘mixed’ predicates such as *open the window* in this system; please see de Vries 2015). Atom predicates are said to be those that apply to semantic ‘atoms’ such as *Alice.*
5.2. TERMINOLOGY

11. **Set predicate** (Winter 2002): if *all the children* PRED is equivalent to *every child* PRED, then PRED is an atom predicate (e.g., *smile*); if not, it is a set predicate (*all the children are numerous* is not equivalent to *every child is numerous*). (Note, again, that it is not clear how to classify ‘mixed’ predicates such as *open the window* in this system; please see de Vries 2015). Set predicates are said to be those that apply to ‘sets’ (or plurals) such as *the children* rather than to individual atoms such as *Alice*.

12. **Non-maximality** – when some members of a plural subject are excepted from the predicate, as when *the children smiled* can be true(enhough) when only 90% of the children actually smiled

13. **Distributive with covariation** – when an indefinite/numeral inside a predicate is understood to ‘covary’ with each member of a plural subject, as when *Alice and Bob drank a beer* means they each drank a different one

14. **(Non)distributive on the subject argument** – inferences drawn about how the predicate of a sentence applies to its plural subject

15. **(Non)distributive on the object argument** – inferences drawn about how the action described in a sentence applies to a plural object of a transitive verb

16. **Atomic distributivity** – when a predicate distributes down to (is individually true of) each ‘atomic’ member of a plural subject

17. **Non-atomic distributivity** – when a predicate distributes down to (is individually true of) subgroups of a plural subject, but not individual ‘atoms’; e.g. *the shoes cost $50*

18. **P-distributivity** – distributivity arising only from the lexical semantics of (or world knowledge about) a particular Predicate; e.g. *smile* is said to be P-distributive (Winter 2001, de Vries 2015)

19. **Q-distributivity** – distributivity arising from a Quantificational operator in the semantics; e.g. the distributive ‘reading’ (and covarying indefinite) of *Alice and Bob baked a cake* are said to arise from Q-distributivity (Winter 2001, de Vries 2015)

20. **Lexical distributivity** – distributivity arising from the lexical semantics (or world knowledge about) particular lexical item(s); e.g. *smile* is said to be lexically distributive; essentially the same as P-distributivity (Champollion 2010 et seq.)

21. **Phrasal distributivity** – distributivity of a full multi-word VP containing covarying indefinites or operators; e.g. the distributive (covarying) ‘reading’ of *Alice and Bob baked a cake* is ‘phrasally distributive’; essentially the same as Q-distributivity
22. **Distributive subentailment** – an inference which is individually true of each member of a plural subject, but which is not necessarily equivalent to the full predicate of the sentence (Dowty 1987); e.g. *the children gathered in the garden* licenses the ‘distributive subentailment’ that *each* child was in the garden at the relevant time.

23. **Meaning postulate** – a stipulated restriction on the models we consider, in a model-theoretic framework. One can use a meaning postulate to ensure that we only consider models where *smile* is distributive (to capture the world knowledge that people have their own faces and so must *smile* individually).

24. **$D$ operator** – essentially, a silent version of *each*, which ensures a distributive understanding/reading of a predicate which could in theory be understood both distributively and nondistributively (Link 1991, Roberts 1987).

25. **$\uparrow$ operator** – used to map sums such as $a \oplus b$ to ‘groups’: $\uparrow (a \oplus b)$ (from Link 1983; see also Landman 2000, Champollion 2010).

26. **Group** – an ‘impure atom’; a composite of multiple ‘atoms’ which itself behaves semantically like an atom of its own; e.g. *a* and *b* are atoms, $a \oplus b$ is a sum, $\uparrow (a \oplus b)$ is a group (see Link 1983, Landman 2000, Champollion 2010); used by e.g. Landman 2000 to handle collective ‘readings’ (and associated inferences of joint action/responsibility).

27. **$\star$ operator** – pluralizing operator from Link 1983; $P(a) \land P(b) \rightarrow \star P(a \oplus b)$ (if Alice is a rock star, and Bob is a rock star, then Alice and Bob are *rock stars*).

28. **Cover** – a set of subparts of a whole. Used by Schwarzschild 1996 mainly to handle non-atomic distributivity (*the shoes cost $50*) and sentences that can be understood both distributively and nondistributively (*Alice and Bob opened the window*); used by Glass 2018b to handle all distributive and nondistributive understandings of sentences.

29. **Pseudo-quantification** – inferences that can be paraphrased using quantificational language without corresponding to any quantifier in the semantic representation (Mador-Haim & Winter 2015).

30. **Transitive/intransitive asymmetry** – the observation (Link 1983, Glass 2017, Glass 2018b) that many intransitive verbs are distributive (*smile*), while VPs built from many transitive verbs can be understood nondistributively as well as distributively (*open the window*).

31. **Body/mind predicate** – a predicate describing the action of an individual body or mind; *smile*, *swallow a pill*.
32. **Multilateral predicate** – a predicate describing an inherently multilateral action; *gather, cooperate*

33. **Causative predicate** – a predicate (transitive verb + object) describing an event in which the subject causes a change to be realized upon the object *(Smith 1970)*

34. **Incremental object predicate** – a predicate (transitive verb + object) describing an event where the affectedness of the object mirrors the progress of the event of affecting it; *eat the pizza* *(Tenny 1992, Krifka 1992)*

35. **Mixed-effects model** – a statistical model used for repeated measurements (e.g., from the same item, from the same experimental participant) which accounts for ‘random effects’ (unexplained differences between individual items/participants) in assessing the contribution of ‘main effects’ (independent variables) on the dependent variable

36. **Mixed-effects linear regression** – a statistical model (with a mixed-effects structure, accounting for random effects) which predicts the value of a continuous dependent variable on the basis of one or more independent variables

37. **Mixed-effects ordinal logistic regression** – a statistical model (with a mixed-effects structure, accounting for random effects) which predicts the log odds ratios of each value of an ordered, categorical dependent variable on the basis of one or more independent variables

38. **Stubbornly distributive adjective** (term from Schwarzschild 2011) – an adjective which in theory has an *imaginable* nondistributive understanding, but in reality is only understood distributively; e.g. *the boxes are tall*

39. **Complaisantly collective adjective** (term from Scontras & Goodman 2017) – an adjective whose *imaginable* nondistributive understanding is robustly available; e.g. *the boxes are heavy*

40. **Measurement theory** – a system used to capture the properties of various sorts of measurements, based on the non-quantitative concept of relative ordering, using only as much structure from the natural numbers as is suitable to the property being measured

41. **Monotonic / positive with respect to concatenation** – \( \mu(a \oplus b) \geq \mu(a), \mu(a \oplus b) \geq \mu(b) \)

42. **Additive with respect to concatenation** – \( \mu(a \oplus b) = \mu(a) + \mu(b) \)

43. **Predicative adjective** – an adjective that serves as the predicate of a sentence, as in *the boxes are heavy*. Depending on the specific adjective, can be distributive or nondistributive
44. **Attributive adjective** – an adjective that does not serve as the predicate of a sentence, as in *the heavy boxes are in the car*. Usually (but not always) distributive (Schwarzschild’s ‘attributive distributive’ generalization)

45. **Binomial each** – *each* at the end of a (numeral) noun phrase (*the athletes ran three miles each*)

### 5.3 Big questions ★

**Day 1**

- Where do these inferences come from? (Silent) logical operators? Facts about the world (people have their own faces so must *smile* individually)? ★

  - Are these linguistic inferences or non-linguistic inferences? ★

- **(I) Compositional semantics question:** How to represent these inferences? ★

  - Do the two ways of understanding (3) arise from ambiguity (of what sort)? From underspecification?

  * Throughout, I use the word *understanding* to remain neutral about that question

  - If (3) is ambiguous, why do (1) and (2) seem unambiguous? ★

- **(II) Lexical semantics question:** Which predicates are understood in which way(s), and why? ★

  - Why do (1)–(3) behave as they do? Which other predicates should act like *smile, meet*, or *open the window*, and why? ★

  - Presumably grounded in what we know about how these events unfold in the world (people have their own faces, so can only *smile* individually); but how can we predict the behavior of a new predicate? ★

- How do the answers to (I) and (II) interact? ★

- When a predicate can be understood in multiple ways (3), which understanding is preferred, to what extent, and why? ★

- Definite plurals (*the children*) give rise to **nonmaximality**: *the children smiled* can be true (or true-enough?) if only 90% of the relevant children smiled (Dowty 1987)
5.3. BIG QUESTIONS ★

– How to explain nonmaximality? How does it interact with the actual predicate? (*The glasses are clean* suggests that all of them are clean, vs. *the glasses are dirty* could be true if only some are dirty; Yoon 1996 . . .) ★

• **Empirical question:** Is the preference for nondistributivity equally strong across languages? (Why or why not?) ★

  – Some authors have claimed that in Mandarin, a sentence like (12) can only be nondistributive in the absence of the distributivity marker *dōu* (see Lin 1998, Xiang 2008) . . .

• **Empirical question:** To what extent does the preference for nondistributivity depend on the actual predicate? (Which aspects of the predicate matter?) ★

  – Presumably the indefinite in *A&B ordered a beer* can covary more easily than in *A&B built a sand castle* . . .

• **Theoretical question:** How should the observed preference for nondistributivity be explained? (Dotlačil 2010, Dobrovie-Sorin et al. 2016) ★

  – Should distributivity be somehow more formally marked/complex than nondistributivity? (Are more-complex structures actually dispreferred?)

  – Is it somehow easier to process a single event than multiple events? Is it somehow easier to process a single referent for a noun phrase than multiple covarying referents? (Dotlačil 2010)

• Dalrymple et al. 1998 propose the **Strongest Meaning Hypothesis** (based on reciprocals) – that a sentence is understood to encode the logically strongest meaning consistent with the facts

  – *The children know each other* is taken to mean that every child knows every other child

  – *The plates are stacked on top of each other* doesn’t mean that every plate is stacked on top of every other plate (not possible), but rather that every plate except the bottom one is stacked on top of some other plate(s)

  – (revised by Kerem et al. 2009 to the **Maximal Typicality Hypothesis** – that a sentence is understood to encode the most ‘typical’ meaning consistent with the facts; see also Poortman et al. 2018, Winter 2018)

• **Theoretical question:** Is a distributive understanding of a sentence logically stronger than a non-distributive one? (Or not?) ★
– If so, would we expect distributive understandings to be preferred under the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis? (Then why are distributive understandings actually often not preferred?) ★

– Under the Maximal Typicality Hypothesis (that hearers prefer to interpret a sentence to describe a more ‘typical’ situation), would we say that nondistributive understandings are more preferred because they are more ‘typical’? If so, why would that be? ★

• Looking at non-atomic distributivity . . .

(4) The activists gathered (in a worldwide climate protest). adapted van der Does 1993
b. ✓Non-atomic distributive: Separate groups of activists gathered in different cities.
c. ✓Nondistributive: The activists all gathered jointly but not individually.

(5) The men wrote operas. (the men are Handel, Mozart, Gilbert, and Sullivan; Handel wrote operas alone, Mozart wrote operas alone, G&S only wrote operas as a team; example from Gillon 1987)
a. ✓Atomic distributive: Each man wrote operas. [false here, but available]
b. ✓Non-atomic distributive: Handel wrote operas, Mozart wrote operas; Gilbert and Sullivan wrote operas jointly but not individually.
c. ✓Nondistributive: The men wrote operas jointly but not individually. [false here, but available]

(6) The students gave a presentation.
a. ✓Atomic distributive: Each student gave a presentation.
b. (??) Non-atomic distributive: Each team of 2–3 students gave a presentation.
c. ✓Nondistributive: The students gave a presentation jointly but not individually.

(7) The shoes cost $50. (assume 5 pairs of shoes; Lasersohn 1998)
a. (??) Atomic distributive: Each shoe costs $50.
b. ✓Non-atomic distributive: Each pair of shoes costs $50.
c. ✓Nondistributive: All the shoes together cost $50.

(8) The Teaching Assistants were paid $14,000. (assume 3 TAs: Alice, Bob, Caroline; from Lasersohn 1989)
a. ✓Atomic distributive: Each TA was paid $14k.
b. (??) **Non-atomic distributive:** Alice was paid $14k; Bob and Caroline together were paid $14k.

c. ✓**Nondistributive:** All the TAs together were paid $14k.

- **Empirical question:** To what extent are non-atomic understandings (especially non-cumulative ones like (6)–(8)) available/attested – which which VPs, and in which contexts? ★

- **Theoretical question:** If non-atomic understandings (especially non-cumulative ones like (6)–(8)) are somewhat marginal, then to what extent should they be captured in a semantic analysis of distributivity? ★


- **Theoretical question:** How should non-atomic understandings be represented semantically? ★

- Is there a connection between (the quantificational notion of) distributivity and (elusive) notions such as joint action, coordination, and joint responsibility sometimes associated with **collectivity**? (Verkuyl 1994) ★

  – Link 1998b notes that *each* (and distributivity more generally) has a clear quantificational definition, while *together* (and nondistributivity more generally) is compatible with multiple different situations and not as clearly defined. Why is this so? ★

  – Is there a language where the equivalent of *together* unambiguously conveys collectivity? ★

**Day 2**

- How is distributivity represented (or not represented) semantically? ★

  – (I) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as plurality (Landman 1989a, Landman 2000)

  – (II) One source of distributivity: Meaning postulates (Scha 1981)

  – (III) Two sources of distributivity: Meaning postulates and a $D$ operator (Link, Roberts 1987, Champollion 2010 *et seq.*, others)

  – (IV) One source of distributivity: Distributivity as one setting of a 'cover' of the plural subject (Gillon 1987, Schwarzschild 1996, Glass 2018b)

- Do the two (distributive, nondistributive) understandings of (3) arise from ambiguity, or underspecification? ★

- If (3) is ambiguous, why are (1)–(2) seemingly unambiguous? ★
• Are the inferences in (1)–(3) fundamentally **linguistic** (i.e., represented in the semantics of these sentences) or **non-linguistic** (i.e., not necessarily represented in the semantics?) ★

• On each of these answers to the **Compositional Semantics Question** of how distributivity should be represented, how do we address the **Lexical Semantics Question** of which predicates are understood in which way(s) and why? ★

• Which approach (I)–(IV) do you prefer? Why? ★

• How would each approach (I)–(IV) handle this unusual sentence from Winter & Scha 2015? (What broader lesson can we take from (9)? ★

(9) Alice’s lips smiled (but her eyes didn’t). adapted Winter & Scha 2015: 5
  a. (??) **Distributive**: Alice’s lips *each* smiled.
  b. ✓**Nondistributive**: Alice’s lips smiled jointly.

Day 3

• In the Distributivity Ratings Dataset, each transitive verb is only tested with one object (**open** is tested with *a window*, not *a soda* or *a vault*)

  – ↩How could this endeavor be expanded to make/test predictions about the effect of the particular object of the verb? ★

• ↩So far, we’ve only analyzed sentences carefully constructed from a template. How do the claims made here extend to real data involving sentences with plural subjects (10)? ★

(10) a. Several kids pretended to have a picnic at the beach.
    b. In other U.S. elections, candidates are elected directly by popular vote.
    c. Consumers chose the most expensive six-pack, because they assume that the greater price indicates greater quality.
    d. The Stanford doctors tried everything they could to staunch her bleeding.
    e. We wanted to express our appreciation and thankfulness to you and Dan.
    f. Teachers practiced some simple experiments that leave a big impact on young learners.

• ↩How might it be useful (or not) for an automated natural language understanding system to have information about a predicate’s potential for (non)distributivity? ★
5.3. **BIG QUESTIONS**

- Kruitwagen *et al.* 2017 finds experimentally that reciprocal predicates such as *hug* do not require symmetric participation from all participants (*Alice and Bob hugged* is still somewhat accepted when Alice hugs Bob but not vice versa)
  
  – …but are relatively more accepted when both parties participate actively in the event (see also Winter 2018, Poortman *et al.* 2018)
  
  – evoking the ‘Maximal Typicality Hypothesis’ (Kerem *et al.* 2009) that sentences are relatively more accepted as true in situations closer to what’s considered ‘typical’ for that verb – *hug* doesn’t strictly entail mutual participation, but that is ‘typical’
  
  – How do these findings shed light on the role of lexical semantics and world knowledge in understanding sentences with plural subjects? ★

- Pasternak 2018 argues that belief verbs (*think, believe*) are not necessarily distributive (11)–(12). Do you take (11)–(12) as evidence against the claim that *think* (as a body/mind verb) is understood distributively? ★

  (11) Paul’s cousins think he married a rich New Yorker. Pasternak 2018
  
  *where some of his cousins think his spouse is rich, others think the spouse is from NY*

  (12) Sam’s 6 clients thought she built 6 houses for them. Pasternak 2018
  
  *where each client thinks Sam built 1 house for them, and doesn’t know about the others*

**Day 4**

- Some recent papers observe intriguing data on the relation between measurement theory and distributivity – but their analyses to some extent may be seen as restating the data; is it possible to find a more predictive explanation? ★

  – Law 2019, building on unpublished work by Linmin Zhang, observes that binomial *each* (*three miles each*) is only available when the noun phrase increases monotonically in relation to the distributive dependency – why? ★

  (13) a. **Monotonic NP:** The athletes ran *three miles each*.

  b. **Nonmonotonic NP:** The athletes ran *three miles-per-hour each*.

  – Schwarzschild 2002, Schwarzschild 2006 observes that while *heavy* can be both distributive and nondistributive in predicative position, it is only distributive in attributive position (the ‘attributive distributive’ generalization) – why? ★
Schwarzschild says the dimension described by an attributive adjective cannot be monotonic (the joint weight of boxes increases monotonically with the number of boxes, which is not allowed; the weight of an individual box does not increase with the number of boxes, which is allowed)

* (Interesting that binomial each seems to require monotonicity while attributive adjectives seem to require nonmonotonicity . . . – why? ★)

(14) The boxes are heavy. 
   predicative, both ways
   a. ✓Distributive: Each box is heavy.
   b. ✓Nondistributive: The boxes are jointly but not individually heavy.

(15) The heavy boxes (are in the car.) 
   attributive, distributive
   a. ✓Distributive: Each box is heavy.
   b. ✗Nondistributive: The boxes are jointly but not individually heavy.

- McKinney-Bock & Pancheva 2019 find that some attributive adjectives can actually be monotonic (the noisiness of children increases with each child) and nondistributive (children can be jointly but not individually noisy) – why? ★

(16) The noisy children (are playing.) 
   both ways
   a. ✓Distributive: Each child is noisy.
   b. ✓Nondistributive: The children are jointly but not individually noisy.

- Contrary to the ‘attributive distributive’ generalization, and contrary to Schwarzschild’s claim that attributive adjectives must describe nonmonotonic properties

- McKinney-Bock and Pancheva say it is because noisy modifies events rather than individuals

• Above (Day 1), we saw that when a verb phrase can be understood both distributively and nondistributively, the distributive understanding is dispreferred (hearers want the children built a sand castle to be nondistributive, with one sand castle)

- ⇐ Among adjectives, is it also true that distributivity is dispreferred? Why or why not? ★

- ⇐ Yoon 1996 observes that different types of adjectives behave differently with respect to (non)maximality (Dowty 1987): the glasses are clean suggests that they are all clean, while the glasses are dirty might be used even if only 20% of the glasses are actually dirty. Which other adjectives behave like clean or dirty and why? ★
5.4. DISCUSSION

- We saw above (Day 1) that, in the realm of verb phrases, distributivity is marked and dispreferred (Link 1998b, Dotlačil 2010). Does this generalization extend to adjectives? Why or why not? ⭐

   (See Syrett 2015, Scontras & Goodman 2017, Maldonado et al. 2018 for relevant experimental data)

5.4 Discussion

- (Please discuss in small groups).

- Please check off the terminology that you feel comfortable with. Which do you feel less comfortable with? Why?

- Please go back to one of the questions from this week marked with ⭐. What data or theoretical concerns could shed light on that question? Why might it be interesting? How could you make progress?

- If your native language is not English: how does distributivity work in your language?
  - Please consider both grammatical markers of ‘overt’ distributivity as well as unmarked ‘covert’ distributivity
  - and please consider diverse predicates including intransitive verbs; transitive verbs with definite, indefinite, singular, and plural objects; and adjectives
  - Do you observe any differences from English?

- What did you think you would learn in this ESSLLI course? What did you actually learn? What will you (hopefully) remember in five years?

- Thank you! Wishing great success to all of you, collectively and distributively
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